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FOREWORD 

In an area such as California, where water becomes a limiting factor 
in growth and development, the possibilities of waste water reclamation 
take on special significance. Although sanitary engineers have acquired 
a knowledge of the kind of effluent that can be produced by waste treat- 
ment, much information is still needed on the use of treatment plant 
effluent for irri~ation and for recharging underground water basins by 
means of spreading ponds or injection wells. The report contained in 
the following pages is the result of a field investigation on one ~phase 
of the problem of waste water reclamation--that of underground re- 
charge by spreading. 

This investigation was commenced in February, :[950, when the State 
Department of Public Health was designated by the Surgeon General 
of the U. S. Public Health Service as the California "state water pollu- 
tion agency" for the purposes of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act (Public Law 845, 80th Congress) and, as such, became the recipient 
of a federal grant for research in the field of water pollution. Using 
funds from this grant, the department contracted with the University 
of California for a field investigation, and research on waste water recla- 
mation and utilization in relation to underground water pollution. 

In March, 1951, the State Water Pollution Control Board was des- 
ignated as the "state water pollution agency" for the purposes of 
Public Law 845, and the waste water reclamation study was continued 
under the sponsorship of the state board until its completion on June 30, 
1952. l~ollowing submission of the final report by the university, the 
board authorized its publication and distribution. 

The investigation was conducted by the university’s Sanitary Engi- 
neering Research Project under the direction of Professor Harold B. 
Gotaas, and the investigative work was done principally by Mr. Arnold E. 

~Greenberg of the project staff. The site chosen for the study was adjacent 
to the City of Lodi’s sewage treatment plant. Through the cooperation 
of the Lodi City Council and with the assistance of ]~r. It. D. Weller, 
City Manager, and Mr. Arthur Heckenlaible, City Engineer, facilities of 
the city’s treatment plant were made available to the university. 

As outlined in more detail in the preface to the report, this investiga- 
tion was made (on specially prepared test plots) primarily for the pur- 
pose of determining rates of percolation through different soils, optimum 
spreading periods, extent of penetration of mineral and organic matter 
in the waste water, changes in mineral and organic characteristics of 
both soil and waste water, degree of treatment necessary, and costs of 
spreading operations. 

Although the investigation reported herein was conducted under the 
sponsorship and direction of the State Department of Public Health 
and the State Water Pollution Control Board, the conclusions and rec- 
ommendations given in the report are those of the research contractor 
and do not reflect opinions or policies of the contracting agencies. 

~[- (3) 
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PREFACE 
Organization of Study 

The investigation of waste water reclamation in relation to ground 
water pollution herein reported was conducted by the Sanitary Engi- 
neering Research Project of the University of California. During the 
l~iscal Year 1949-50 and the first nine months of the Fiscal Year 1950-51 
the State Department of Public Health was designated "state water 
pollution agency" of California for the purposes of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act (Public Law 845). In accordance with Section. 
8 (a) of the act, the department entered into contracts with the Regents 
of the University of California under which funds were provided to 
support waste water reclamation studies by the University. 

On March 30, 1951, the State ~Vater Pollution Control Board was 
designated as the "state water pollution agency.’~ This board continued 
the policy of supporting research on waste water reclamation and pro- 
vided an additional grant of Public Law 845 funds to support the 
~roje~ct until its termination oa June 30, 1952. 

The study was made under the general direction of Professor Harold 
]~. Gotaas, Chairman, Division of Civil Engineering and Irrigation of 
the University. Vinton W. Bacon, as Assistant Director of the Sanitary 
.~agineering Research Project, developed and guided the study at its 
~aception, with the assistance of Dr. Jerome F. Thomas, and Raymond 
V. Stone, who later succeeded Mr. Bacon as assistant director. Professor 
Harvey F. Ludwig directed a considerable portion of the work before 
joining the staff of the U. S. Public Health Service. Throughout the 
~iaal eighteen1 months of the study Arnold E. Greenbcrg was responsible 
for the conduct of the field work. The final report was prepared for 
P~blication by Mr. Greenberg with the editorial assistance of P. H. 
~¢IcGauhey, Assistant Director. 

Purpose of Study 

¯ he purpose of the project as set forth in the Standard Service Agree- 
raent (No. 1472) between the State Department of Public Health and the 
l~egents of the University of California under date of February 14, 1950, 
~ad as continued in Standard Service Agreement No. 14 ~-1 with the 
State ~Vater Pollution Coutrol Board, was as follows: 

"For the performance of laboratory and field investigations on 
specially prepared small test plots in order to determine the following -" 

(1) Rate of percolation of industrial waste and sewage effluents on 
different soil types during spreading operations; 

(2) Optimum spreading and resting periods to obtain maximum 
rates of percolation ; 

(3) Extent and degree to which mineral and organic matter (in- 
cluding bacteria) in the water will penetrate different soils; 

(4) Changes in mineral and organic characteristics of both soil 
and water at different depths during percolation; 

(9) 
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(5) Degree of treatment necessary for industrial waste 
age to obtain satisfactory percolation rates, protection 
contamination and nuisances (odors, etc.) and 
underground water supply; 

(6) Cost of spreading, as far as this is incidental to 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 

For a period of 28 months the Sanitary Engineering Research Project 
of the University of California investigated the reclamation of water 
from sewage by spreading. This work was supported by federal funds 
granted under Public Law 845 and administered at first by the State 
Department of Public Health and later by the State Water Pollution 
Control Board, and by funds contributed by the University of California. 

The principal objectives of the investigation included a study of 
spreading on field plots to determine the following: 

1. Rate of percolation of industrial waste and sewage effluents on 

different soil types during spreading operations. 

2. Optimum spreading and resting periods to obtain maximum rates 

of percolation. 
3. Extent and degree to which mineral and organic matter (including 

bacteria) in the water will penetrate different soils. 

4. Changes in mineral and organic characteristics of both soil and 

water at different depths during percolation. 
5. ~)egree of treatment necessary for industrial waste and sewage 

to obtain satisfactory percolation rates, protection against con- 
tamination and nuisance (odors, etc.) and protection of under- 

ground water supply. 

6. Cost of spreading, as far as this is incidental to research. 

A site suitable for such a study was selected adjacent to the sewage 
treatment plant in the City of Lodi, California. Eight circular spreading 

basins, 19 feet in diameter, were constructed with sheet metal dikes. 
Four of the basins were equipped with sampling facilities so that samples 
of the percolating liquid could be collected for bacteriological and 
chemical analyses at 1, 2, 4, 7, 10 and 13 feet below the ground surface. 
Spreading was studied with three liquids: fresh water, sewage treat- 
ment plant final effluent having a BOD of about 10 ppm, and settled 

sewage with a BOD of about 100 ppm. 
A number of operating variables were studied in order to determine 

the conditions leading to maximum percolation rates and minimum con- 
tamination or pollution of the ground water. These variables included: 

1. The nature of the liquid being spread. 

2. The length of the spreading period. 

3. The length of the resting period. 

4. The effect of surface treatment such as spading, the use of a sand 

cover, and the application of a soil stabilizer. 

After the termination of the field study the installations were dis- 
man~led and a careful study made of soil conditions and sampling de- 

vices.~ 

-* See Addendum, page 77 et seq. 

(1~) 
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"Conclusions 

1. A bacteriologically safe water can be produced from settled sewage 
or from final effluent if the liquid passes through at least four feet of soil. 

2. A water of satisfactory chemical quality can be produced from 
settled sewage or from final effluent, providil~g high concentrations of 
undesirable industrial wastes are not included in the raw sewage. 

3. A highly treated sewage plant effluent must be used for spreading 
in order to obtain high rates of percolation. 

4. A percolation rate of at least 0.5 acre-feet per acre per day can 
be expected when spreading a final effluent on a Hanford fine sandy loam. 

5. The optimum method of spreadin~ basin operation is to spread 
continuously for about a month, preferably with a liquid eonta~ning large 
amounts of organic matter, then to allow the basin to rest until the 
moisture content is reduced to about the permanent wiltin2, point. There- 
after, cultivation of the dry soil seems desirable. Following this prelim- 
inary treatment, continuous application of a fimfl effluent may be car- 
ried on for as long as six months. Resting and cultivation may then be 
repeated.                               " 

6. Mosquitoes ~n spreading basins will create a nuisance and health 
hazard uuless Control measures are adopted. ]f algal odors are pro- 
nounced, the control of alo~.ae may also be necessary. 

7. Further investigations of percolation of sewage in differeut soils, 
and of phe~omena associated with the movement o~’ water into such 

soils, are needed in order to generalize the foregoin2, conclusions reached 
as a result of this study with ttanford fine sand)~ loam. 

’10’12.00’16 



WASTE WATER RECLA~ATIOI~                                                  17 

INTRODUCTION 

The reclamation of sewage has been practiced for many years. Cess- 
pools and septic tanks have returned sewage effluents to the soil for 
centuries. Sewage farms and farms utilizing sewage effluents, ha~’e done 
likewise. Reclamation of this type has been termed incidental (1-3) 
since the reclamation of water is incidental to the disposal of sewage. 

Planned reclamation, as distinct from incidental reclamation, is a more 
recent development. It is designed specifically to produce a usable water 
from sewage. Not only may water be produced for use in industry (4) 
and agriculture (5) but it may also be returned to the ground water 
by means of surface spreading or injection wells. In water shortage areas 
such as parts of California where large quantities of sewage are now 
being discharged to the ocean, planned reclamation is receiving serious 
consideration, since it may relieve the overdraft on local water resources 
more economically than by the importing of water from distant places 

or by the distilling of sea water (6, 7). 
One of the first planned operations for the reclamation of sewage 

water by spreading was begun in Los Angeles, California, in the early 
1930’s. It was demonstrated (8) that a highly polished sewage treat- 
ment plant effluent could be spread on soil, thereby contributing sig- 
nificantly to the ground water without i~npairing its quality. A percola- 
tion rate of 3 acre-feet per acre per day was considered feasible. A later 
review of sewage salvage (9) presented a viewpoint not now generally 
accepted in California: namely, that planned reclamation programs for 
ground wate.r replenishment were rare and usually unsound economic 
ventures. Asurvey conducted by a Board of Engineers of Los A~geles 
County (1) concluded that safe additions may be made to the ground 
water and, further, that the cost of water reclaimed from sewage is 
competitive with that of water obtained from other sources. Included 

in their report was a description of an experimental spreadinoj basin 
at the Whittier sewage treatment plant. The same agency made a sob- 
sequent study at the treatment plant in Azusa. The results of both 
operations were described by Stone and Garber (10). These authors 
concluded that percolation rates of about 2 feet per day could be ex- 
pected in spreading a final sewage treatment plant effluent on a rela- 
tively coarse soil. Freeman (6) in a report to the Santa Clara Water 
Conservation District recommended that a well polished effluent could 
be spread at a safe rate of 0.5 acre-feet per acre per day and that no 
significant changes in the ground water quality would result. Still an- 
other review (3) stated that planned reclamation works, in water short- 
age areas, were definitely competitive in cost with other methods of 

obtaining additional water. 
Although investigations made during the past 20 yea{s presented some 

conflicting data, they supported the general view that reclamation of 
sewage by spreading is both safe and practical. It was therefore deemed 
worthwhile to continue such investigations, placing special emphasis on 
the fundamental problems involved. Accordingly, such a project was 
undertaken by the University of California at Berkeley. 

1012.0017 



18 WASTE WATER RECLA~VLATION 

SITE FOR THE FIELD SPREADING STUDY 
In March of 1950, after consulting with a number of agencies in the 

State which had done test work on spreading and percolation of fresh 
and reclaimed waters, preparations were made for the selection of a site 
and the construction of spreading basiiis. 

To obtain conditions approximating those which might be encountered 
in an actual spreading operation, it was decided to condnet the investiga- 
tion at a sewage treatment plant which received both industrial and do- 
mestic wastes. For ideal conditions such a plaut and spreading site should 
provide : 

1. A sewage treatment plant employing both primary and secondary 
treatment.                         "             ’ 

2. An area adjacent to the plant suitable for spreading operations. 
3. A soil which is not too impervious. 
4. An underground water table 20 or more feet below ground surface. 
5. A location not too distant from the university laboratories. 

With these criteria in mind, members of the Sanitary Engineering 
Research Project staff and representatives of the Bureau of Sanitary 
Engineering of the State Department of Pnblic Health studied eleven 
sewage treatment plants within a radius of 200 miles of Berkeley. These 
plants were located at Alisal, Chowchilla, Fresno, Gilroy, Lodi, Madera, 
Manteca, Morgan Itill, Salinas, Tracy, and Turlock (Table 1). Although 
each of these plants provided sewage treatment facilities, unsuitable 
soi! conditions or high water tables immediately eliminated all but two 
plauts from further consideration. These plauts were located at Lodi 
and Turlock, and they were investigated thoroughly before making the 
final choice of site. 

Test borings made at Turlock showed the presence of an impervious 
hardpan at depths between 2 and 4-.} feet, which made this site unsatis- 
factory. At Lodi, occasional lenses of i~npervious clay were found at 
depths varying from 8 to 20 feet below the surface. It appeared possible, 
however, to select an area of sufficient size for the needs of this study 
in which the clay stratum was 13 or more feet from the surface. 

The site at Lodi, as measured against the five criteria for an ideal 
site, showed it to be generally satisfactory. 

I. Provision of Primary and Secondary .Sewage Treatrnen~ 

The sewage treatment plant is an activated slnd~e plant abont 30 
years old (Figs. I and 2) treating an average of 2.0 million gallons per 
day. The raw sewage passes through a coarse bar screen, a revolving 
naechanically cleaned fine screen, and theii directly into the aeration 
tank. The mixed aeration tank liquor passes to a sedimentation tank 
where scparatiou of the solids from the liqnid is affected. Both the liquid 
and solid phases of the treated sewage are discharged through separate 
closed channels to a stream five miles distant from the plant. 

The biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of the effluent ranges from 
10 to 15 parts per million (ppm). The tnrbidity is of the same order of 
maguitude.                                  " 
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It will be noted that the plant produces a good final effluent although 
a primary effluent (settled sewage) is unobtainable. The absence of con- 
ventional primary treatment was not of major importance since settled 
sewage could be provided at little additional cost. 

2. Area Suitable for Spreading 

The sewage treatment plant is located outside the city limits and with 
the exception of the operator’s residence there are no dwellings within 
a radius of 200 yards. Immediately adjacent to the plant is a 15-acre 
field owned by the city. A portion of this field was available for the 
spreading study. 

FIGURE 1. Aeration and sedimentation basins, Lodi sewage treatment plant 

3. A Soil Which Is Not Impervious 

Prior to and during the construction of the spreading basins, samples 
of the soil taken from the basin area were collected and analyzed in the 
project laboratories.            " 

The soil profile is illustrated in Figure 3. The soil is classified as a 
Hanford fine sandy loam. This soil type is a recent alluvial soil which 
overlays uncompacted alluvium. It is neutral in reaction in both the 
surface and subsoil. Figure 3 shows that although there are occasional 
clay lenses, permeable conditions generally exist to a depth of about 13 
feet. On the basis of texture and structure, co~lditions limiting the in- 
filtration rate exist on the surface rather than in, mediately below it. 
(See Appendix A for detailed soil profiles.) 

Particle size distribution was determined on samples collected during 
the construction of the basins. Sand sizes were measured by sieving 
and soil particles having a diameter less than 0.05 mm were d~termined 

L 
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FIGURE 2. Elevated storage tanks, Lodi sewage treatment plant 

by use of a soil hydrometer (11). The particle size distribution in four 
basins is shown graphically in Appendix A. The effective size and uni- 
formity coefficients (Hazen) are tabulated in Table 2. The fractions of 

clay, silt and sand are presented in Table 3. 
Permeability of undisturbed soil cores was determined on surface 

samples in the conventional manner. (See Appendix B.) The values 
obtained are given in Table 4. These permeabilities must be considered 
as maximum possible rates rather than as average expected rates, since 
the tests were not conducted over a suitably long period of time to give 

TABLE 2 

VARIATIONS OF EFFECTIVE 51ZE AND UNIFORMITY COEFFICIENT WITH DEPTH 

IN FOUR SPREADING BASINS, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Depth in feet 

Average ............ 

A B (~ D 

E.S.* U.C.~" E.S.    U.C.    E,S.    U.C.    E,S.    U,C. 

0.0056 
0.0019 
0.0036 
0.0420 
0.1200 

0.0800 

0.0422 

45.5 
116.0 
66.7 
11.9 
4.3 

7.9 

42.1 

0.0035 
0.0027 
0.0038 
0.0024 
0.1700 
0.0012 

0.0306 

85.7 
92.6 
52.6 

175.0 
3.6 

241.0 

108.0 

0.0032 
0.0025 
0.0014 
0.1550 
0.1600 
0.0026 

0.0541 

67.3 
96.0 

111.0 
3.2 

3.1 
25~4 

51.0 

0.0018 
0.0018 
0.0053 
0.0074 
0.0150 

0.0019 

0.0055 

77.9 
50.0 
45.3 

32.5 
16.0 

105.0 

54.5 

* Effective size or Hagen in ram. 
~’ Unifornlity coefficient of Hazen. 
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FIGURE 3. Profile sketch of spreading basin area, Lodi, California 

average rates. Permeabilities of disturbed soil samples are shown in 
Appendix A. These values are of relative rather than absolute signifi- 
cance. A close correlation exists between the relative permeabilities of 

th~ different strata and their textures. 
In addition to the above mentioned analyses soil samples were ana- 

lyzed for the base exchange complex. The results are in Table 5. 
The high proportion of divalent ions would be conducive to a high 

degree of aggregation of the clay fraction in the natural surface soil. 
Of particular interest is the large amount of magnesium relative to the 
calcium. The relationship appears typical of California soils. 
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TABLE 3 

FRACTIONS OF CLAY, SILT, AND SAND AT DIFFERENT DEPTH5 IN 

FOUR SPREADING BASIN5, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Depth in feet Basin Percent clay~ Percent silt~ Percent sand3 

Average .............. 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 
C 
D 

A 
B 

A 
B 
C 
D 

9 
8 

I1 

11 

10 
11 
15 

9 
8 

15 
8 

6 
8 
0 
8 

3 

1 
2 
4 

5 
11 
7 

11 

7.0 
7.8 
7.2 
9,5 

16 

12 
28 
43 

lfl 

13 
15 
33 

18 
24 
22 
22 

6 
12 

5 
16 

2 
6 
1 

14 

3 
17 
51 
28 

10.5 
14.0 
20.3 
26.0 

76 
79 
64 
46 

71 
77 
74 
52 

" 73 
~8 
63 
70 

88 
80 
95 
76 

95 
93 
97 
82 

92 
72 
42 
61 

82.5 
78.2 
72,5 

64 .,5 

Clay: Defined as particles less than 0.002 ram. 
Slit: Defined as particles greater than 0.002 mm but less than 0.050 ram. 
Sand: D~ned as particle~ greater than 0.050 mm but less than 2.0 ram. 

Although variations existed among the basins and clay lenses were 
present, the soil was deemed satisfactory for use in a spreading study. 
Consideration of the variations among the basins and the effect of these 
variations on experimental results was given and are discussed else- 
where in this report. 

,4. Low Water Table 
The ground water level is at least 22 feet below the ground surface. 

5. Distance From Laboratories 

Lodi is located approximately 80 miles from Berkeley. Public trans- 
portation facilities are available so that samples collected in the morn- 
ing can be received in the laboratory early that same afternoon. 

On the basis of the preceding analysis of the site available at the Lodi 
Sewage Treatment Plant it was selected as best suited to this study. 
Permission was granted to the University by the City Council of Lodi 

to use the facilities of its sewage treatment plant. 
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TABLE 4 

PERMEABILITy OF SURFACE SOIL CORES IN FOUR SPREADING 

~ BASINS, LODI ~ LODI CALIFORNIA* 

~ 

A 
B (north) 
B (soulh) 
c 
D (north) 
D (south) 

* UndiSturbed soil eOr~s, 

Pcrnmabilit,y (feet per daY) 

O. 96 
0.89 

0.72 
3.91 

2.73 

2.89 

TABLE 5 

BAsE EXCHANGE 
COMPLEx OF SURFACE SOILS IN SPREADING BASIN5 

LODI, CALIFORNIA 

8aml)ling station 

1 (subsoil)* ...... 2.8 

A’ -’" 3.1 

A’ 3.8 

A’ "’" 4.2 

B’ 4.4 

B’ 3.9 

B’---" ............ 4.1 

C’ 3.8 

C’ 4,2 

C’_ 3.3 

I)’ 3.8 

I)’ 3.3 

Average, 4.2 

Milli-equivalenta per 100 grams of soil 

Mg 
No, 

1.5 
Trace 

1.7 
Trace 

2.6 
0.72 

3.2 
0.73 

3.7 
0.70 

1.8 
0.77 

1.9 
0.76 

2.9 
0.58 

2.3 
0.64 

2.5 
0.76 

2.2 
0.76 

3.4 
0.67 

3.8 
0.72 

2.7 
0.65 

~ ,total 

4,~ 

0.28 

0.37 

0.42 

0.56 

0.37 
1.0 

0.51 
7.3 

0.51 

0.69 
7’7 

0.60 

0.60 
7’3 

0.65 
~.0 

0.64 9’4 

0.66 
7’7 

0.53 
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CONSTRUCTION OF FIELD SPREADING BASINS 

Initially, four test basins, each 19 feet in diameter, were construeted 
(Figs. 4-14). Prior to making the actual basins, sampling wells were in- 
stalled. Holes, 38 inches in diameter and 15 feet deep, were (tua’ by a 
cesspool drilling rig. A caisson of 36-inch diameter qorrugated 
ized iron pipe 15 feet long, with access windows at the 1, 2, 4, 7, l0 and 
13~foot levels, was dropped into each hole (Fig. 4). The one-inch annular 
clearance around the pipe was backfilled with soil which was tamped into 
place in order to prevent the free flow of water down the side of the 
caisson. Soil was mounted to a height of one foot around the caisson 
at the ground surface (Fig. 5). All joi’nts in the uppermost five ~eet of 
the caisson were welded to prevent leakage. 

Ladders and shelves were built into each well making’ it possihle to 
reach the access windows readily (Fi~’. 6). Latt.ral tu~els only slig’btly 
lar~’er than the sampling pans were dug out at each access window 
(Fig. 7). A minimum clearance of one foot betweeI~ the caisson m~d the 
pan was allowed. The collecting’ pans (Fig. 8) are approximately 10 
inches by 10 inches by 18 inches outside dimensions, constructed with 
false bottoms, and sloped to a ¼-inch section of tubing sohtered at the 
discharge end. Rubber tubing was conuected to the metal nipple, pro- 
riding a lead iuto the sampling well. Each pan was filled with sand and 
gravel as follows: The bottom layer, comprising’ ~ of the pan 
was filled with ½-inch to ¼-inch gravel ; the next layer, ~ of the pan ~olume, 
was filled with ~(;-inch to ~-inch gravel; the remainder of the pan was 

FIGURE 4. Sampling wells in place 
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FIGURE 5. 
Sampling well, sho~ing ladder and earth mound 

Sampling Wel I, showing ladder, sample collecting trays, and sampling 
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FIGURE 7. Lateral tunnel prior to insertion of collecting pan 

¢0", 

SPOUT 

-- TUBING 

FIGURE 8. 

COLLECTING PAN 

22 CA. GALV. IRON 

Isometric view of galvanized sheet metal sample collecting pan 
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FIGURE 9. Testing filled sampling pan 

:~ 

FIGURE 10. Placing sampling pan 
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FIGURE 11. Replacing access window 

FIGURE 12. Dike joint detail 
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FIGURE 13. Digging trench for dike 

FIGURE 14. 
Completed spreading basins 
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filled with ~o-inch to ~o-inch sand (Fig. 9). The filled pans were slid 
into the tunnels and packed into place (Fig. 10). Field soil was used 
as packing to insure complete soil-sand contact. The clearance space 
between pan and daisson was backfilled and the access window bolted 
on after leading the sampling tube through it (Fi~. 11). 

The spreading basins were t~ormed from 14-gauge metal sheets, 24- 
inch by 120-inch, bolted together to form a dike (Fig. 12). The dikes 
were set into circular trenches which were backfilled and mounted to 
prevent seepage under the dikes (Fig. 13). The dikes extend 14 inches 
above the ground surface (Fig. 14). To minimize lateral water flow, 
earth dikes, 25 feet square, were built around each test basin. 

Figure 15 shows a plan of the test basins as well as the layout of the 
sampling points. 

3£odifications of the existing piping system at the Lodi Sewage Treat- 
ment Plant were necessary to convey the plant effluent to the elevated 
storage tanks (Fig. 2). These tanks are four in number, of 5,000 gallon 
capacity, and are 15 feet above ground. Enough head is available so 
that a gravity feed from the storage tanks to the spreading basins is 
possible. Each tank is connected through a 6-inch manifold to a 4-inch 
diameter house connection transite sewer pipe leading directly to the 
basins. Originally, two 1-inch by B-inch water meters measured the 
amount of liquid spread on each basin and cattle feed float valves were 
used to maintain constant liquid depth. These devices for metering 
liquid flow and maintaining constant head soon proved unsatisfactory. 
They were removed and a manually operated intermittent liquid ap- 
plication system was used. A small stilling well was set into each basin 
so that measurements of the liquid depth could be made with a hook gage. 

To provide primary effluent for spreading purposes an elevated 3,000- 
gallon sedimentation tank was built. This was operated on a fill and 
draw basis as needed. 

During the summer of 1951 four additional spreading basins were 
constructed for studying percolation rates. These are identical to those 
already described except that no sampling facilities were provided. 

A flow diagram of the sewage treatment plant and of the spreading 
basin facilities is shown in Figure 16. 
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PLOTA’ PLOT B’ ~>LOT C’ PLOT D’ 

LODI SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT 

ACCESS ROAD 

,~I~_lPLOT A 

PLOTG t PLO" O 

264’ ~ I 

TEST BASIN    PLAN 

PLOT A PLOT B PLOT G PLOT O 

SECTION      A-A, ELEVATION 

(SHOWING ELEVATION OF SAMPLING PANS) 

P LOT A PLOT B PLOT G 

SECTION A-A, PLAN 

(SHOWING LOGATION OF SAMPLE PANS AND LADDERS) 

FIGURE 1,5. Spreading basin layout, Lodl, California 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Operation of the Spreading Basins 

.U. sing the facilities descri~ .... 

basins Measurements of the rate of percolatmn could be made on 

~asin Fou: of the basins .were. eq.mpped with sampling faciliti.es that samples of the pereolatm h 

me ground sm’faee.    ~    u~pbns of 1, 2, 4, 7, 10 and ]3 feet ~e~u,, 

The method of operation was ~ - 
- ¯ ~ ~alf a foot and measure the ~:~:-’~ no~d a basin to a depth o~ at lea~ 

.Y means of a hook ~a~e ~um s~ace eleva~iou in the stilling 
made and more test~ ~ ’ ~auy readings of the surface elevation ~er~ 

liquid added periodically to maintain an averag~ 
depth of not less than half a foot. Several days prior to the end o~ spreading period, liquid additious were stopped so that the basin surfaO 
would be free of water on the last day of the spreading period. Age: 
a resting period during which the basin surface was allowed to dry, t~’ 
cycle of spreading and resting was repeated.                   ’ 

Followina~ a preliminary series of spreading cycles during the sum~e 
o~ 1950, when only four basins w ¯ 

iables were selected for m~-- " e~e m use, a number of ......... q~w vat 
complete mve,~;o,~. ~. i . 

~a~lOn. These included 
effect on percolation rates and on the penetration of bacteriological a~ 
chemical pollution of (1) the nature of the liquid being spread 
fresh water, sewage treatment plaat final effluent, and settled sewage 

(2~ the length of the spreadin~ period, ranB’ing from one week up 
several months; (3) the len~tll~ 

. ¯ . ~ays to a week; and (4) ch~o.~:h~ re~tn~g permd, ran~.in,,, f m 
rag, the use of a sand " ---~ m ~ae ~asm’s surf .... :.?, ~.ro 

cover, and the application of a soil stabilizer. These detailed studies beg’an in January, 1951, and continued u~ti 
June, 1952. The operating, schedules are shown in Table 6. 

Collection of Samples 

Samples were collected from each sampling poi~t about once a wee’ 
during each spreading period. About 150 ml were collected in a steril 
bottle for bacteriological analysis and portions of 500 ml were collectO 
for chemical analysis. All samples were packed into an insulated bo~ 
iced and shipped to the Project l~boratory The samples were not mot 
than six hours old when received for analysis. 

Bacteriological Analysis 
During the early part of this work the bacteriological examinatior 

consisted of the total plate count aud the confirmed test for coliforV: 
group organisms (12). It soon became apparent that the results of 
37 degree C. standard agar plate count were highly variable and ot 
little significance. For this reason that analysis was discontinued. 

supplement the test for coliform organisms a test for fecal streptocoCCi 
(13) was used. The concentration of fecal stre , , ’ 
the final effluent and the percolated . , ptoco(,eL particularly 

proved to be of little value, ttenee     wa~ers, was so low that this 
assessment of the bactoriolo~ical purity of the water relied on the most Probable uumber of coliform g.ro"P 

organisms. 
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Chemical Analysis 

Relatively corn let      ., 
.a_.nalyses inclu ~P e chemical anal ses v ¯ , e on all sa.mpl~’ 
..... . dedd .... ¯     Y’ ~ ~ e~emad 
~r~e, mtrate, ava~5rmmatmns of four forms of nitrogm~’~o, 
s~~., nd sulfide, a~n ~, e, the amons~boron, ehlomde, Ph 

,,.~}}n~. The alk;li~¢.~ne cartonS--calcium, maa’nesium, 
{]~ atso determin~.~opd~etiv~ty, pH, BOD, and diss°lV~7 
a~:~,on any one sa~:’_~u e~eek the aeeuraev of the separat~ 
~:,u u~e cations >_ "P~?, a balance was ,,,.~t0 ,,~ the sums o~ =nee Wa . ,, ro~ the d" ’ 
sat;~ t,s calculated. ~ ,. ~fference between these sums a pe~ ¯ ~*aeVory.        ~ percent difference less than five was 

Measurement of Percolation 

,’~,, ,~ 
~:~y liquid level reading.s as ~e~Sl ~: 

re o    P~r acre ~er aT’ percolation These results were e 
Vided d~,P:,statmn mainta~’~ar,~*?Fe vmply, as feet pc< 
~or th~ ~ o~ evano~. "’~ ac ~ne Lodi Sewau’e 

~ -~ u~e da~ly net g:~2~’~ ?Y evaporation to’{h~ dgny gross 

1. Bacteriological 

Th, Analyses 

resNt: 
made 
furth 
e~ll( 

nntil 
all 

did th 
States 
ware 

drin 

Sewage 
Penetr 
tuallv 
With’& 

DOndi 

)vhich 

the 
this Seport, 

RESULTS 
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TABLE 7 

MPN OF COLIFORM ORGANISMS AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH IN FOUR 

SPREADING BASINS, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Depth in feet 

Basin: A 

Final Settled 

effluent sewage 

179x10~ 4140x10’ 

Average MPN per 100 ml 

B C 

Liquid applied 

Final Settled 

effluent sewage 

188x10~ 5700x10~ 

Final 

effluent 

188x10~ 

Fresh 
water 

232. 

D 

1.2 1.6 482. 20. 148. 1.6 

2__ 285. 32. 

4 .............. 2.1 0.6 

7._ 0 0 

i0__ 0 0 

5.6 

0.5 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

0 305. 

0 2.0 

0 0.2 0 

0 0.1 

0 0.3 0 

37 

Final 
effluent 

164x10~ 

o 

o 

ol 

TABLE 8 

MPN OF COLIFORM ORGANISMS AT DIFFERENT PERIODS AS A FUNCTION OF 

DEPTH IN THREE SPREADING BASINS, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Average IVIPN per 100 ml 

Depth in feet 

Surface .......... 

7_’_ ............ 0 

I0 .............. 0 

13 .............. ~ ............ 

Basin:* A 

12/27/51- 4/~/5~- 
12/6/51    2/29/52 

82x10a 

248x~0a 2.7 

0.9 558. 

1.8 38. 

1/14/51- 

7/29/5I 

163x10~ 

0 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

0 

0 

B                C 

11/9/51- 4/2/51-    11/9/51- 

2/29/52 7/29/51    2/29[52 

223x10a 

950. 

10.3 

0.9 

0.4 

0.2 

1012.0037 

62x10S 

0 

0.1 

0 

0 

0 

307x10S 

235. 

573. 

3.2 

0.3 

0.1 

0.6 

* [~’inal effluent applied throughout Lest period. 
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0.1 

LEGEND 
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LIOUID AppLI~I 

A FINAL F- FFLU~N 

do 
B 

do 

D FRFSH 

II 
5 6    7    8    9 

DEPTH IN FEET 

FIGURE 17. Most probable number of coliform rou organisms as a functio~ 

of 

depth in four      - g,i P spreaaing oasins 
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2. Chemical Analyses 
The chemical data were collected principally during four periods: 

The summer of 1950, the winter-spring seasons of 195], the fall of 1951, 
and the spring of 1952. For purposes of convenience the results of the 
first three periods are presented in a summary table (Table 9) whereas 
those of the last are given separately (Table ]0). The data in Table 

9 are shown graphically in Figures 18 and 19. 

72t 

6ol 

[] 0 

LEGEND 

~/" ¯ D BASIN A 

o" ¯ o BASIN B 

~, ¯ A BASIN G 

[]         ~ 

o 

o 

o 

¯ tr 

~ ~ [] ~ 
(f 0 

0 

0 6     7 8 

0 I 2 3 4 5 
DEPTH IN FEET 

9 I0 II    12 13 

FIGURE 18. Cation concentrations as a function of depth in three spreading basins, 

Lodl, California 
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L 

From the data it is apparent that quantitative chemical changes 
the liquid during percolation were few. Among the cations, calciu _n~.~ 
magnesium and sodium remained relatively constant down to a dept~ 
of thirteen feet. The lack of change in the concentrations of these io~ 
may be explained by the setting up of equilibrium conditions betwee~:~ 

HGO .,~ ION 
GONC, CONe 
ppm ppm 

Z70. 

Z60’ S01 

250 . 

;’40" 

E~O - 46 

220- 44 

£10 - 40 

20C- :36 

190- 32 

18C - 28 

170- 24 

160 

150 

- 2C 

-16 

12 

8 

o 
o 

LEGEND 

i~’ ¯ r-, BASIN 

O’ ¯ o BASIN 

~’ ¯ A BASIN 

o"            O" NO,- N’~ ’ ~"~ 

DEPTH IN FEET 

FIGURE 19. Anion concentrations as a function of depth in three spreading basins, 

Lodi, California 
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the percolating liquid and the clay minerals of the soil. Since the cation 
concentration in the liquid which was applied remained relatively con- 
stant, the establishment of a base exchange equilibrium among the ex- 
changeable bases in the liquid and solid phases of the system resulted 
in tile absence of change in ionic concentration. 

The cation, potassium, however, decreased by about 50 percent during 
percolation of the liquid through thirteen feet of soil. The fixing of 
potassium in a ~lOnexchangeable form on certain clay minerals would 
account for this. 

Ammonia was completely removed within four feet. This was caused 
by both physical and biological factors. A base exchan~’e of the am- 
monium ion for hydrogen ions, or other cations, adsorbed on the clay 
minerals would account for part of the ammonia loss. The remainder 
disappeared thr~)u~’h the agency of the flora indigeno~ls to the soil which 
either incorporated ammonia nitrogen in cell substance or oxidized it 
to nitrites and nitrates. 

Among the anions, chlorides remained unchanged. Sulfates increased 
by about 40 percent, an increase which was probably due to t:he oxida- 
tion of sulfur from organic sources such as the amino acids, cystine, cys- 
teine and methionine present in sewage protein. Inasmuch as aer()bic 
conditions existed in the soil, a favorable environment for oxidative 
reactions was provided. 

A comparable increase in the bicarbonate ion concentration was also 
noted. As with the sulfates the existence of aerobic conditions would be 
conducive to the breakdown of organic compounds to carbon dioxide 
and water. At the pit of the soil the greater portion of the carbon dioxide 
produced would be recovered as the bicarbonate ion. 

As a result of nitrification, nitrate concentration increased by several 
hundred percent during the percolation process. The nitrogen available 
in the form of ammonia and nitrites plus the presence of oxygen wonld 
lead to conditioi~s favorable to the biological oxidation of re’doted forms 
of nitrogen. Surface nitrites rapidly disappeared. This is consistent with 
the appearance of nitrates. Since the equilibrium concentration (~~’ nitrite 
is much smaller than that of nitrate, it is expected that the reaction would 
proceed to the rigl)t and that nitrate rather than nitrite io~s wonld ac- 
cumulate. 

Like the nitrites, phosphate ions disappeared during the first foot 
of vertical water travel. This may have bee~ d~e to an isoumrphous re- 
placement of hydroxyl ions in the clay lattice (]4), or to a biolo~’ical 
removal of dissolved phosphates. Phosphate phosphorous is readily avail- 
able to bacteria which require this element for both e~ergy transforma- 
tions and cell synthesis. Since available evidence indicates that the up- 
permost few feet of soil are the most active biologically, significa~t 
re~novals of soluble phosphate are to be expected. 

The data in Table 10 show that the concentration of sodium, potassium, 
calcium, magnesium, chloride, sulfate, nitrite and bicarbonate ions varied 
very little from beginning to end of the time of the stud.v. The ionic 
concentrations of ammonia, nitrate and phosphate were different. Since 
changes in the concentrations of these ions were associated with biolog’ical 
activity, this result was to be expected after long spreading. The differ- 
ences were most marked in Basin C which was under continuous sub- 
mergence. Ammonia and phosphate penetrated to greater depths while 
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nitrate accumulation did not begin higher than four feet 
surface. This may bare been due to increased numbers of m~cro-or~ 

~sms developing further f                                  ~al 

cumulated m the s~n ¯ tom t~ surface as the orgame mat~. 
-- --. ~s cond~t~ous grew favorable to heteroW°~ organisms at greater ..... 

o process, was d~lay,~ ~l~ths,..t~e onset o[ mtmficatmn, an 
~(I phosphorus ~(;:~,~at~ec~ d~fferently, as the total amounts,of 

u~, change in te~:~e:t (m~.to.]ong spreading’, the rate ?f c~ 

,,~u e°neentrations ..o u *tom, the two ~oot depths in Basins ~ 
-., ut ammonm and phosphate not consistent 

~P{anati~ns give,, abo .......... 
~* ~nannels leadin~ ~- "~..,~Vmenee presented later shows the 1 
uata on ’      8 *tom ghe s ’     ¯      "             ¯    arts. 
, ,. eohform c ........ :, urface (hrectly to the samphng~ 
,e~)ng, to the pans’~{~:~n~au°~~ also indicated the presence o* 

The biochem;.., me two-~oot de th in Basins A and C. 
were he,      ,~a~ OXygen de ¯ P        ’ . ’          , "no’ hqt~ 

.... ~er greater th "     mand (BOI)) of the percolat~ ~.-~-a 
~2~*’ From Table ~,an ~’9 ?pro and the avera,’e BOD was 

~;~’~ent depths. Data~::~,~, n? s~gnificant variations in BOD 
~7*aee as a func*~ uyuec~ect on the BOD of the liouid on ~"’L. 
presented ~.~._ ~un o~ time ~# a~ " ~ ,"" o ,Bd T~- 

,. here. -~ uay were 11()~ gOll(’AuSlV- ~ 
. ,he ~ssolved oxygen D , ¯ 

¯ , cted 
~2a2u~e.29 shows the ~,,{ O)~xar,ed w~th depth in an nneXp~ .... 

eoZ:’_~"n’+nm at a a::egeo°t’,ab°ut 15 sets 0f results. After 
t~:’:~’uerea the mo++’~J~ or. about two feet that is the zone 

Basi- ~ S~o a seeonda~., b[olog[eally, the d~ssolved 2xylem., 
whi,,~; :J W,mh was sn~.]’ea~ and then fell off. The 
wh;~ we~ spread ,,,;~2u y~th fresh water and Basins ¯ vn utilize "~- nnal e~u ¯ ¯ . ¯ o.ical 
oxyo.e~ , d OXygen ~.~      ent m s~gmficant. B~olo~._ AissOb 

~’h~r~’t{~epended up~ ~*~ ~,counted for the decrease m .~,~er~ 
tion ,;~.~e~ orgauie loaa:~ ~ame matter as a source of food ant ntili: 

Wheri’:~ ,ow and the":~’ was low, as in Basin D, the 

ueerease in a:t ’~ comparatively high, as m 
mssoived oxygen was great. 

TABLE I I 
nOI) AS A FUNCT,ON 

~ 
L 

OF DEPTH BASIN C 
~ ’ODI, CALIFORNIAIN 

Depth in f~~ 
__ ~ eet               ~ 

ppm BOD 

0,96 f 1.50 1.24    1’81 
1,00 1.24 0.60 0.88 

2.50 0.66 ...... 

1,64{ 2.56I 1.36 0.60 3,58 <0.50 ...... 

1.o,I 1.,o/ 
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’all’ 

t~+ 

,I1~ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

tudd ’OO 
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The secondary increase in dissolved oxya’en eom, entration is diffieull 
to explain. The more typical curve of dissolved oxygen as a function 
depth would show a rapid decrease in dissolved oxygen in the first 
feet below the soil surface (as in Figm’e 2(I) follow(,d by a gradual 
crease to zero rather than an increase aml subsequent decrease whiet 
was observed (15). There is no known method whereby oxyR’en can b~ 
produced by living organisms in the absence of light so that a physiea: 
explanation of the observed phenomenon is r~quired. It may be sug. 
gested that the secondary rise in dissolved oxyR’en concentl’ation wa~ 
due to a diffusion of oxygen through the nnih)oded soil surromuting th( 
basin. Quite probably the increase is an artifact associated with 
n~ethod of basin construction and operation. 

Surface dissolved oxygen concentration varied with the time of da~ 
and was in direct relationship with snnlight and/or temperature. Figu~2~ 
21 shows that a maximum surface ([issolve(1 oxygen w~s produee~ 

~}" between three and four o’clock in the a[’ternoon. ~ ~s bout eorresponde( 
to the time of maximum daily temperature and maximum algae growth 
The data indicate also a corm’elation between liquid spread and oxyge~ 
production. The final e~uent spread basin, Basin C, had a peak dis 
solved oxygen concentration about five times’ that of Basin D’ which wa~ 
spread with settled sewage. At least two factors were responsible 
the difference. First, the increased organic load in the settled scwagt 
tended to produce bigb numbers of hetorotro])hi(~ ba(,teria which in tt~r~ 
had a high rate of oxygen utilization so that the oxy~’cu produced 
the.algae would be used up at a rapid rate. This resulted in relativel~ 
small amounts of excess oxygen. Second, the presence of bn’ge amou~£~ 
of organic material favored the beterotropbic development of facnltati~,( 
autotrophic algae resulting in more oxygen utilization and less 
production. Stated more simply, it can by said that M~’ae whicl~ art 
aNe to live either by the use of carbon dioxide an(l the energy of sunli~h~ 
or by the use of preformed organic compounds, in th(, pres(,nce of lar~( 
concentrations, of organic material used the preformed organic’ co~n. 
pounds in preference to going throng’h a photosynthetic process. Th~ 
phenomenon of decreased oxygen pro(lnction in the treatment of higl 
organic loadings has been observed elsewhere, particularly in the studx, 
of oxidation pond operation (16). 

The data on pII and conductivity are not tabulated. The pII varied 
erratically between 6.5 and 7.5. No correlation between sample deptt 
and pH could be seen. The conductivity ranged from 0.55 to 0.70 rail. 
limbos per centimeter. Again no corrcl£tion between depth and condl~e. 
tivity was observed. 

3. Percolation Rate Analyses 

Percolation rates as a function of time are shown ~o’raphicatly in 
Figures 22 through 35. The actual daily variations in per(,olation rates 
on the basins which were operated int(irmittcntly, i.e., A, B, D, A’, 
and C’, are presented in Figures 22 through 27. Average rates of perco- 
lation on all basins are given in Pignr(,s 28 throu2’h :~5. The average rates 
are those which include resting as wel! as s!)r(m(lil~ 
cycle. For example, the average rate ot’ p(,r(,olati()n for a two wc~q~ cycle 
(one week spreading~one week resting) w~s (’ah, nb~tod from the moan 
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daily rate of percolation for the spreading period of seven days by multi 
plyiug it by a factor of 7/14. Similarly, when the spreading cycle wa,, 
three weeks long (two weeks spreading--one Week resting) the mea~ 
observed percolation rate for the spreading period was multiplied b5 
14/21. 

As mentioned previously all reported percolation rates were corrected 
lot rainfall and evaporation. They are expressed as acre-feet per acr~ 
per day or more conveniently as feet per day. 

The cnrves of daily variations in percolation rates on intermittently 
operated basins are generally quite similar. The early curves are of 
characteristic "S" shape frequently reported in the literature (17). 
Gradna]ly the curves beca~ne ~nore flattened so that the change from 
high percolation rate on the first spreading day to low percolation rate 
ou the last spreading day approached a straight line function. It will 
be noted that basin resting was almost always associated with high first 
day perco/afion rates. 

The hig’h first day rate is related directly to soil drying. It is well known 
(18) that dehydration of clay soils results in an increase in cohesive 
forces between clay particles. This type of aggregation has been ascribed 
to the f()rmation of cation linkages between clay particles, or to oxygen 
bonds. Regardless of the explanation for this effect it is agreed that as 
a soil is progressively dehydrated aggregates are formed. Organic matter 
is also responsible for aggregate formation. In bo~h instances, however, 
dehydration is essential to the formation of aggregates. Since aggregate 
formation is closely correlated with percolation rate it follows that 
increase in the degree of aggregation will lead to an increase in percola_ 
tion rate. Neal (19), for example, found that the single most importaat 
factor affectb+g the initial infiltration during rainstorms was the soil 
moisture content. 

The data obtained from the intermittently operated basins are 
s]st(,nt with the theory of the importance of ~rying on aggregate 
tion a~(1 percolation rate improvement, because: 

(]) Higher first day percolation rates were obtained during the sum_ 

met and fall whe~ the surface moisture content was reduced to abo~t 
5 perce,~t than during the winter and spring when surface +noisture 
seldom fell below 18 percent. Drying below the permanent wilting Point 
is partic~larly beneficial to the percolation rate (20) The 

" permanent wilting point of the soil at Lodi was at a moisture content of 8 percent. 
(2) Snrface spading, which among other things resulted in greater 

drying’ than on unspaded surfaces, produced high first day rates of 
percolatiom 

(3) During the summer of 1951 Basin A, which had a volunteer growth 

of weeds covering as much as 80 percent of the basin surface, had first 
day percolation rates as high as Basin B which was bein~ spaded reg- 
ularly. The loss of surface moisture by plant evapo-transpiration and 
evaporation through the soil broken up by root cha~nels and decaying 
plant residues produced surface moisture contents as low as ~hose ob- 
taiuc(1 by spading. The favorable effects of grasses on percolation rates 
have been reported by several authors (21, 22). 
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The rapid decrease in percolation rate after the first day was due 
to a combination of factors: the reversal of cementation and aggregate 

formation, soil pore clogging by microbial products, and possibly, the 

decrease in hydraulic gradient. Although the cohesive forces between 
oriented clay particles generally produce stable aggregates, high rates 
of aggregate reversibility can be accounted for by the temperature of 
dehydration and the continuous application of water during the spread- 
ing period. Among the end products of microbial metabolism in soils 
are slimes and gmns which, in proper concentration and after dehy- 
dration, increase the rate of percolation. However, when excessive con- 
centrations of the slimes and gums are present pore sealing can result 

(17, 23). Another possible reason for the rapid decrease in percolation 
rate is the decrease in surface liquid depth during the spreading period. 
The available evidence indicates that this was not of primary importance 
since changes in head between a few inches up to a foot con]d not be 

correlated with percolation rate variations. On the other hand, when 
the spreading period was increased from one to two weeks, which made 
it possible to maintain greater head for a longer period of time, the 

rate decreased more graduallv. Thus, an evaluation of the 
percolation 
relative importance of the three above mentioned factors responsible for 

decreased percolation rates is not conclusive. 
The percolation rate curves obtained from the spreading of fresh 

water, final effluent a~d settled sewage are all similar. One important 
difference among tbem mnst be noted: The rates of percolation of final 
effluent were hia~her ~ban the rates of percolation of either fresh water 
or settled sewage. The low rate of fresh water percolatiou was due, in 
part, to the finer texture of the soil in Basin D which was spread with 
fresh water. Referring back ~o Tables 2 and 3, it will be seen that Basin 
D had an average effective size of 0.0055 mm, which was smaller by a 
factor of about 10 than the average effective sizes in other basins. The 
combined silt and clay c0nte~t of Basin D was 35.5 percent, whereas 
in the other basins it was only about 20 percent. Although ~he presence . ge ro ortion of fines could lead, on drying, to ap- 
of a relatively lar~. o p P.. ,~ o~ :÷ ~uld on rebydration’and particle 

preciable aggregate ~orma~on ~.~o~ ..... 
dispersion, lead to lower percolation rates. Furthermore, the lower con- 
centration of cations in the ~resh water as compared with the sewage 

t degree of particle 

e 

dispersion; hence, lower percolation rates (24, 25). Still a third factor 
was the absence of significant amounts of organic matter in the fresh 
water and the subsequent, failure to produce stable aggregates cemented 
with organic matter. When the liquid being spread on Basin D was 
changed from fresh water to final effluent the increases in cation con- 

¯ g. ic loading served to increase the percolation rgte 
centration and o~an :~ ,_. ,u.÷ ÷h, low rates of oere~lation 
somewhat indicating more spec~nca~y - ......... 
were not dne entirely to the soil texture. 

The rates of percolation of settled sewage were also consistently lower 
than the percolation rates of final effluent. This was not due to differ- 
ences in inorganic composition between the liquids but rather to differ- 

ences in organic and particulate composition. Since the BOD of the 
settled sewage was 10 times as high as the BOD of the final effluent it 
appears that conditions were more conducive to greater slime and gum 
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production, hence                                            0b" 
!~erved that lare.o’ot,°, ~g~r.e..ater pore sealin~ Me alla (23 has al~O d 
ueerease ’ ~.’~a-~mes of .o- ¯ ’~    C " ) sod 
se ...... permeabfiit, m~. ,.. m~anlc matter may elo~ 

-~ge, 100 ~. ~ue effect o " ¯ ’ ~ t~e ~’ 
~ec~--’ - Ppm, ma- ~- _~ f the suspended sohds u . . m# 

~,~m~aI fgshion. ~ aave ~een also to clog the soil, but m ~ "* 

bles~ 35 it ~s pos~i~,~ ave~-age percolation rates. Fro~,) 
a~::~est~gated. ,,c to evamate the effect of the operating" 

of 1)ero2;~9lar basin sk,*~.pere~~ation j’ate following drying,. 

Were s .... pyr day. l~or ~:. -~e~; cycles were, respeetlvely, 
cent t~a~t~.the avera,d~~e m:’nt,eal cycles during which thes~"~er. 

Spadin.. ~.204 and 0 ]~~2~co,at~o,, rates i,,e~’,,a~e ,.ou~’hly bY "~,~ 
Basin ~ ~,Pereolation i~:;’) I’:L day. ~ollowinR’ the disco"~)nt1~’; 0f 

9f hand ~:~. nmre gradu~, o~.~aism D fell off rapidly whll~ 
increase i~:":[vatmn and e,,~fi, ~mym~ry (26) has also noted, t’)Y~or~rY 

In or, 2 :,~rate of wamPUm{}e(1 ~hat it results in only a terns’ 
Peated. ~o~° be effective ~2~,~try into a soil.            ¯ ~e re" 
erally a _~q}~ynt eultiva,’;~pamng or other soil eultivatio~ m~sb 

?~e soil; ur~i" "} a plow ..... = aarm than good since it may 
~elds ~ ../~ee. tlube~,,. ,~2’~ or compact im,)ervious stratum. 

operate ~b2*Y m the le~a~~e ~u(tivated when the soil is ~ot 
~posin f~s~~s also ser~ ~’ ~he spreading period on inter~m.~~ 
mp loal ~r ,~ors Were ae*;-~ ~o increase the rate of DercolatWJ"~irst, 
sabra ~preadin,, ~"~gsnnultan                " .~ ff(,c~.-- .~ . er: ~ne~ ~-    ~ Perioa .._ ~ eously to produce th~s e ._ ,moer Sl. le      ~ aop tw    . ~ maoe "t      ~    --           , slll "% 
,~ ~. e ele. m~., o-tlnrds ~..,. , ) posmble to have the ba~. .... ~ 
):~e Ion ~r sd]~.S,tended to ~[~;s.tea~ of one-half of the total, uegre    , .v~eaqil .    a~s. th ~. ¯ ., . ~.,. e, m~e,-..~-.~g permn ...~, e average pereolat,on ~,tt~ ~’a.e~{er 

~.t,~on ~ te a:.~P~al Soil el~2~,:.~_na~e ~onditions conducive to a ,%ere0" 
~nee s,, :~r}ng the sk~Y’P.g’ Th~s tended to lower the aet~a’ ~ selY 

~usseO. ’he r~e rate of ~a}mn rate increase was small. ~on dis" 
~d_a eo tPar~t’>ly hi,h~o’~t,on on Basin D has 
sruwth � .._ u{e basin ~ . vereolation oD ~...-.:.. -, -,~.:.,h ulfllge 

1~_’ -,ct eed o~ .g~eVlOu~l.. _ ~ ~Pa(le~l, was relnCed to tne v~ 

Z~ nns. !tabi~’yJ~siderabl~(~ mentioned, Durin~ ~’~ the weed wreola~ ,._ -cy of s~*,~ yeeause of ...... ~ , -~ ; ~ ~ ~ wi;~~ 

ra;:~s~ ~asin~t;, ~. o ,eve, COmparable to that of other ~ 

to sh~Z .~ve ah.e~.L"Sn basins ~ ~e was applied genera-~* ~d 
-w ~he .~ ?uy beer a{~ ’ un Which final ,,m,,ont was spre, 

¯ ,veK 8       Y".eet ¯ "’’ ~Sells8~     ," ¯     "" < ........ : 

rate~~ Pereolat~~e ~a~in ~,’qll)(l 0~1 Dereolation rates. W~u ,o3 
¯ 158 %et ~ rate of 00a~ ~Ja..reemved settled sew~-~ ~ad 

per day a~;,~° ~eet per dav while Basil1 ,, 
’ *~ lle~ t     " "    "’    ¯ "        " .he hqmd apphed to Bas~ 
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changed from settled sewage to final effluent the percolation rate in- 
creased manyfold (Fig. 33). Conversely, when Basin B was changed rate went down (Fig. 29): 
from n settled sewage the _^~;~a ,n one lasting a fi al effluent to .... :~,, [,s~ ....... d ._~ 

The difference between a three day rs~,~ ~ . ¯ 

Weel~ was not appreciable. Basin A’ (F~g. 31).on which th~s ercolatmn rate curve in which 

was stud~ed presents a typical a~er~g~ ..e~ti~ ~ oemod cannot be de 
the effect of changing the length o~ c-~ - " ~ ~- an explanation 
tected. Since the ~tent of drying has been offered as 
for high initial percolation rates and subsequent high average rates 

percolation, this finding may be considered inconsistent with theory. The 
effect of a short resting period was studied during the summer months 
when drying proceeded at a rapid rate so that even so short a resting 

Period as three days could have produced beneficial results as marked as 
those given by a week’s resting. If the variable had been studied under 
less favorable conditions during the wet season of the year, it is expected 

that a significant difference would be noted. A single spading on Basin A’ increased the initial percolation rate 
since the 

was from 0.060 to 0.385 feet per day. The effect    not permanent 
r                     "~" value during the course 2~ five cycles. 
ate decreased to the om~mal     ’ .... e in Basin B (Fig. ~2), re- 

Covering a basin with sand, as was 
sulted in higher percolation rates over a longer period of time than was ~and is replaced or c~a~e~ 

on Basin C’ which was treated xdenI . 
the rates became the same by ~he end of the eleventh cycle. A replace- 
menl or removal of the sand at that time had no effect on the percolation ’ ~e sand no longer exerted a 
rate It ....... +~-t the filtering action of.tl ~*ter penetrated through 

’    ~i’i~ ........ ’~ "    or a~lC ma~ ’ ~ soil 
rate increasinz effect as the apphe~., g :.. *he underly~n= 
the sand and ~et up limiting conm~,: This was tt~e e~ec~ 

Another variable was stud~ed on D~’" the manufacturer’s rec- 
soil conditioner known as Krilium.* Following feet was 

°mmendation, an application of one ponnd per hundred square 
t over the basin 

~mproving percolation rates, reported is that of continuous basin 

. e,    ween final e~ent and ~he final operating var,able t° be 

settle . ~ o. ~ qearlv demons}ru 3’ n’ ,;rodueed tSp~ 

8Preadinff eriod on both Basins ~ tu’~,A with settted sewers~ 
Percolati;~rate cnrves. On the baron sP~~’" 
D, the die away was more ra~,.o :’;Triod followed by ’~ c~’ve of 

With final  mn&t. A brid re m g first ob- restored the percolation rates to n~g~tg:~s 

. 
¯ 

~ollowed by continuous 
average percolation rate for Basin D’     similar to tt~e 

¯ ~ or a second rune., u~ noted’~r°m Figure 
rained. Resting and spa&~ f .,.~ eurVe. It w~t: Z~ _.~ nasin D’ were 

SPreading produced a third s~m~-~ . _ .... erwaS ou 
35 tha~ the second and third subme~ge~ ~ . 

~ by the NonsantO Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missour~ Nateri~l supplied 
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longer than the first, and also that the average per(~olation rates over 
the last two periods were higher than during the first. This indicates a 
beneficial result from a prelinfinary spreading, but that the effect is not 

long. lasting when settled sewage is spread. 
On Basin C, after the initial spreading period the decrease in perco- 

lation rate was erratic and associated more wilh ae.cidental surface 
drying, for short periods and the spreading of a small quantity 
sewage sludge. 0n the whole, a high average rate of t)er(~olati°n was 
maintained for about 280 days of continuous submergence. This average 

rate was about 0.58 feet per day. It is significant that after the addition 

of sewage sludge the pere(~ation rate M1 from about 0.53 to sligh~ 
less than 0.20 feet per day. Phis gives fm’ther proof (ff the effect (ff 

organic loadings, as in settled sewage, on the rate of per(~olation. As 
organic matter was decomposed and disappeare(l, the percolation rate 

rose to the average ~alue.                     i,* 33) was spread c~n" 

For a period of about 80 d~ys Basin C’ (~ 7.,.’ -,,’e ,,ercolat~o~ tinuo~sly with flmfl eNuent. This basin had a n~gn avera~ ~ 
rate of about 0.60 feet per day. Basin B (Fi,, 29)dwas c(mt-,~ 

spread with settled sewage for a period of 70 (l~s an produced a 

similar to tho~e obtained on Basin D’.¯ ~.s~ " 
Prom the data collected on these four basins spread continue 

particulate loading. 

4. Tracer Studies 

I ¯ aeterial 
~,..,~..~n, attempt .to expbt,n the unexpected ,le~’,:ee of ~2,i C, 

~)~.i.t~at ])en~trati.on to the t~vo-fo(,t level in Basjns A ’~"’t stt’d)r ~¢~utrs were described iR preceding, sevt.ions ()f thts repo~r, ’ 
th, .... , 

~..,~ tSpe ~ study is similar to that whi(,h can be mad( ~".. ,~ve or 

~l*~(~.l~(x~). ~)re(nninary investi~’ation showe(l lhat the (t~(,¢,(1 f,.o~,~ 
~):.~, P?2s.s. t.ree~~ through the soil but rather it wa~,~eJ",(,’,is ,.eas 

~,,u c(nmmm~g ~t by adsorption on cl~y minerals. 1’ m ~ 
salt tracer method was selected,           s( d as a tracer, l~ ~as 

Bob’on, as sodium tetraborate, was first u." ’" " th( soil ~ ~c~’2~~i~g 

,. , ".’ the water containin~ it percolate~ ~ n~,o bS. ~0~0~ 
en~i:;i[’.~’,’~ (,. by collecting, samples ,)eri,,d ea l lv at ,liff,,r(’,’~,, t::,; ct,~ 

the ~’round ........ not,obsetyed at depths great~ ~. t ,,1 bo~- ~_.<ee~ 

~-~ ~ere much lower than those whM~ m~’ht I~a~t " 
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if the changes in concentration were due only to dilution. Subsequent 
laboratory work with IIanford fine sandy loam also demonstrated that 
soil can remove boron fronl high boron waters. It appears that the soil 
contains some constituent which is capable of fixing boron, thereby 
removing it from solution. The conclusion reached was that boron is 
unsatisfactory for use as a tracer iu soils such as Hanford fine sandy 

loam containing appreciable quantities of clay. A possible application 
of this observation nligbt be in the removal of boron from wastes such as 
wash water from the citrus industry by some as yet unidentified con- 
stituent of ttm soil. 

As a result of the lack of sneeess with fluoreseein and boron as tracers, 
chlorides were finally tried. Sodimn chloride, which is commonly used in 
tracer work, was considered unsatisfactory because of the high con- 
centration of sodium ions which would be liberated in an aqueous solu- 
tion. Large qnautities of sodium ions in the presence of small quan- 
tities of other cations are known to result in a replacemeut of the 
divalent ions on the b~se exchange complex of the clay minerals of the 
soil, and to cause a subsequent particle dispersion and a decrease in 
percolation rate (25, 30). Since the Lodi soil contaiued a relatively high 
percentage of clay, rong’bly twenty percent, the effects of the addition 
of sodium chloride would be prouonnced. If, instead of using’ sodium 
chloride as the sole source of tlm chloride ion, a mixture of chlorides were 
used this dispersion would be avoided. The chlorides which were used 
were sodimn chloride, 1)olassium chloride, calcimn chloride, and mag- 
nesium chloride. The ratio of the cations in the applied chloride solution 
was the same as the ratio of cations in the liquid which was being’ spread. 
The averag’e cation ratio of the final effluent, i.e., the ratio of milliequiv- 
aleuts per liter of sodium to potassium to calcium to magnesium, was 

7 to 1 to 2 to 1.8. To maintain this ratio while providing 25 pounds of 
chloride ions required 22 pounds of sodium chloride, 3 pounds of potas- 
sium chloride, 9 pounds of calcium chloride, aud 11 pounds of magnesium 
chloride. The salts were dissolve(t and mixed in final effluent in one of 
the elevated storag’e tanks, then spread on Basins A and C. Samples of 
t-he percolating’ liquid were regnlarly collected from the sampling’ pans 
at the one-, two-, and four-foot levels and analyzed for cblm, ides. 

The rnns on the two basins were made at different times with different 
quantities of applied chlorides. 

Fig’nres 36 and 37 present the data obtained. It is clear that the 
chloride enriched water reached the two-foot level in both basins sooner 
than the one-foot level. The presence of small cham~els such as those 
made by grass roots, or of a sing’le larg’e channel, possibly made by a 
g-opher, would explain these results. Instead of percolating’ throug’h two 
feet of soil the water passed from the surface ahuost directly to the sam- 
pling pan. That there was some filtering action is shown by the bacteri- 
olbg’ical data (Fig. 17). Although lhe coliform count at the two-foot level 
was high, it was very much less than in the surface liquid. 

In any field spreading’ installation it appears that an allowance must 
be made for the possible presence of channels which might carry con- 
rumination or pollution to ttle ground water. 
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4-foot levels in E, asin C (455 ppm chlorides opplle~ ot 0 I~our) 

5. Studies of Soil Organic Matter 
Samples of surface soil were collected periodically for analyses of 

org’anic carbon and nitrogen. The data arc reported in Table 12. Before 
spreading, the untreated surface soil had an a~,erage of 1.05 percent of 
organic carbon and 0.0125 percent of organic nitrogen. Tbe ratio of 

carbou to nitro~’en was 84. 
The data in Table 12 show that the carbon to nitrogen ratio decreased 

tinting the eOll!’s¢ of the spreading process to 10 or less. This ratio 
dicates a stable condition since it is approximately the ratio ~ou~d in 

living’ org’anisms (15). 
In previous sections of this report the importance of organic matter 

in soil elo,~(,~ino~ and a~’gregate formation ~vere discussed. The data pre- 
sented in Table 12 show that little difference in org’anic matter existed 
among the basins spread with fresh water, final effluent, or settled sewage. 
It should be noted, however, that most of the samples which were ana- 
lyzed were collected dnring the resting period. If there were accmnula- 
tions of organic matter during the spreading period, the material could 
have been oxidized while tbc basin was being restcd. Th(~ data collected 
from Basin A during May, 1952, indicate increasing stability of organic 

matter as the resting period progressed. 
Basin C which ~vas under continuous submergence had relatively high 

concentrations of carbon and low concentrations of nitrogen. The carbon 

to nitrog’e}~ ratio was high so that the organic matter was not well stabi- 

lized. Nonetheless, the basin had high snstained percolation rates. 
The data on soil organic earbon and nitrogen are inconclusive and 

g.enerally not consistent with tbt, oret.ical expectations. One important 
factor may account for this: Althoug’h the amounts of orgauic matter 
differ little with diffcrcnt applied liquids on a weight basis, they may be 
sig’nificantly different on a volume basis. The analyses n}ade determined 
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lhe weir’his of orga~fic carbon and nitrogen per refit weight of dry soil 

..... ¯ ~ - he organic ma~tcr per unit 

n~ay pro- 
~ ohunc of soft [)ependmg on lh( o~ organic matter 
chemical COmlmsition, et(’., the same weights 

duee greatly different effects. 

6. Studies of Nuisances ...... (li~g operation a daily 
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’ 1 1’°’e fiqt/lk "/)!               ~r~ll’lc~’~ ’ It appears hkelv lhat a a r ....... ~roblems to    ,,~1~ may be us 

°I)erated may )rodu(’e suffic}(’nt o(u~,,~. ,,nntrol algae .t’-*{, ,n[~v be nsea 

Sine(, lhis material is used to (’onuu/,,~,~)uo,h copper ~ 2-.~d dangerous. 
safely h, a re(,lanmqon oneration. ~Y", ~e not conSnwtS* "~(d States 

For exa,,,lde’ the sla,,,h,,’ds [’~’. ~’,.j~ eonce,,t,’at’°’} [ .m,.ae are seldom 

Publi(~ Health ~(,l’Vi(~e state.t/’,JJ.~,’~’ used to eont,ot 
exceed ’2 lq)m. The 

eat                                          , "s has fhe advantage 

(~ ." ,    . , be used TO] ,,--     .’, residue. .... him m( ma3 also        . . .’ -,,. a t()xu,     .,~ ...... n," still mole 

Over eoppe,, sulfide h, ,.,o~ /t:",’,.",~,e,,t, ,her,’bY ,,o,,,, ~       qt 
chlorine will art as a dis’nfeetmc ~:~n                -~wth will resu 

It nmsi be nointed mt that tlJ( ~’~,;~ssolved oxYgenL~,~ inmortant 
inl ...... ’. ~ . ~ ..... +;,msoFsnrfaee ..... ,. ,,,,,bablV moc, ~.,~qs are 

, riO0, 1[ fPo~ tl~e ~11~’30 ~/S aH oxygel~ ~()t,, t tea,’ 

the possfffle odor nmsanee. I~ o~ ~1~ *o develop ~eely 
ablo, the alv’ae should be permfltea ~ ¯ . ~reeding grounds. 

¯ ,. , -ed as lnosqlHtO u 
ns a(t ’ tv M°s(tI~it° Abat, e- ¯ . i ,,ham . 

¯ Court,. ¯ "~a)pte- 
B. l~s(’cl.~’. The spread ~ ~.m Joaqnm    .--;to spe(qes ~ ~ .... d <o,’t.,. 

n~ent l)iM riot reported the p] esc,~ ,lcr ’ph’c*~s’ ’"" 
,’es wore ~ ..... ’ c,able tllll/ll]el’. ~11( spe(~ 

. Dm’h~ the summer o~ " ’- nsh ganm".’ .._ difOcult3 " 

the fish in intermittently ope~- 
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polluted waters as an environment for them lnade this method of control 
unsatisfactory. 

Spraying with DDT in various formulations was tried. The simplest 
method of mosquito control was by the use of "toss-its," small gelatin- 
like balls which contain DDT with a water emulsifying agent. The 
’"toss-its" were thrown into the basins and as the coveri~g’ material 

dissolved, the DDT was liberated. 
All of th~ work on mosquito control was done by rclwcsentatives of 

the Northern San Joaquin County Mosquito Abatement l)istviet. 
A survey was made during May, 1952, by Mr. William II. Kellen, 

Research Ento~nologist at the University of California. The insects which 
were collected from the spreading basins were classified as follows: 

Hemiptera 
Salidae : 
Gerridae : 
Corixidae : 

Odonata 
Coenagriidae : 
Libellulidae : 

Coleoptera 
Dytiscidae : 

Hydrophilidae : 

Diptera 
Psychodidae : 
Culicidae : 
Tendipedidae 

(-- Chironomidae) : 

Ephydridae : 

Borboridae : 

Dolicopodidae : 

l’; nallagma sp. 
sp. 

Berosus miles 
Berosus strial 
Tropisler~ t~s laleralis 

I’sgchoda altcr~mta 
Culex tarsalis 

Temlipe,s’ deem’us 
Glyptote.mt’pes barbipcs 

sp. 

It is interesting to note that these insects, iu general, are the sa~ne 
as those which have been collected from oxidation pouds (32). 

Of the species collected, Psychoda al!er~,ala and tim various chironom- 
idae have been known to be nuisances. Psychoda flies arc particularly 
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associated with trickling filters. In the nmnbers found around the 
spreadino~ basins no nuisances were created; however, the potentiality 

of the formation of nuisance conditions existed. 
Mosquito breeding, unlike fly breeding’, presents a real public health 

dang’or. The presence of conditions conducive to the development of 
mosquitoes may lead to the multiplication of malarial mosquitoes. Al- 
though no anopheline or malarial mosquitoes were collected, under 
other spreadin,,a’ conditions they may be found. Fortunately primary 
malaria is rarely f(mnd in California, and it may be suggested that 
spreading operations will lead to few new cases. 

More important than the danger from malaria is that from encepha- 
litis. A vect()r in the transmission of encephalitis is the mosquito, par- 
ticularly C,~dex far.sali., (3.2). The presence of this species in and around 
the spreading basins indicates the existence of an unsafe situation. This 
is particularly true in California where mosquitoes ha~,e been implicated 
frequently in the transmission of both western equine and St. Louis 
encephalitis (34). 

To summarize, insect nuisances are unlikely in spreadiug areas in 
spite of the presence of numerous insect species. Insect menaces to 
public health, i.e., mosquitoes, are to be expected unless adequate mos- 
quito control operations are uudertaken. 

DISCUSSION 

At the spreading site in Lodi it was possible to study a number of 
aspects of the reclmnation of water from sewage. Essentially, this in- 
eluded the methods of operating a reclamation project and the results 
which might be expected from such a project in terms of water reclama- 
tion and public health. 

In order to evaluate the dangers connected with the use of sewage 
e~uents in agriculture and industry much recent work has been done 
on the occurrence and survival of enteric organisms in water and soil 
(35). After an exhaustive study on the contmninatiou of vegetables 
grown in sewage polluted soil, Rudolfs, Falk, and Ragotzkie concluded 
that vegetables can be grown without health hazard in polluted soils 

if appropriate precautious are taken (36). 
Studies on the survival of various enteric orgauisms in soil have 

demonstrated that coliform bacteria do not survive long periods (37) 
and that pathogenic organisms, such as the typhoid bacillus, died out in 

soil within as short a time as two weeks (38). 
The available literature indicates the possibility of the spread of 

disease through the use of sewage effluents.although it has never been 
proveu that disease was caused. The probabili}~,~ of the transmission of 
disease by means of sewage effluents used in a~riculture appears small. 

The present work has shown that a bacteriologically safe water, that 
is, a water which conforms to the I,~nit.ed States Public Health Service 
bacteriological standards for drinking water can be produced by per- 
eolating settled sewage or final sewage treatment plant effluent through 

at least fern" feet of soil. 
The reduction in coliform count is consistent with that reported in 

the literature. Calawa.v, Carrel, and Long (:39) studied the removal of 
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bacteria in an intermittent sand filter of which the effective sand size 
was 0.31 ram. They found greatly reduced coliform counts after passing 
settled sewage through 30 inches of sand. Similar resnlts were obtained 
in England by Allen, Brooks, and Williams (40) who fonud coliform 
reductions as high as 98 percent. Extrapolating from these data to 
sand sizes as small as those at Lodi leads to the conclusion that the 
coliform removals obtained in this study are as might have been antici- 
pated. 

The removal of coliform organisms was affected by the filtering action 
of the soil. Once removed from the liquid these organisms rapidly died 
out as a result of the unfavorable conditions of the environmen~ and 
also because of the production of antagonistic substances by the normal 

soil flora (37). 
Chemically, the water produced by the spreading operation differed 

little from the sewage effluent from which it was reclaimed. Unless the 
sewage contains toxic +naterials or hig’b concentrations o~ undesirable 
elements such as chlorides, sulfates, sodium, boron, etc., the water re- 
claimed from it will be satisfactory. Chlorides can be nsed as an indieato+ 
in measuring the suitability of sewage water for rense. The data in 
Table 9 show that dnring the process o[ water utilization and sewage 
production the chloride ion concentration increased from 32 to roughly 
70 ppm, an increase of 38 ppm. Employin~ this fignre o~ chloride ion 
concentration increase per cycle of water use, at least fiw: cycles would 
be possible before the concentration reached 250 ppm whi~,h is set as 
the upper limit for chlorides by the standards of the United States Public 
Health Service. This reuse would be possible even if no dilntion were 
obtained in the ground water so that the fi~nre of five cycles is a con- 
servative one. 

In the reclamation of domestic sewage it is possible that an unsatis- 
factory drinking water would be produced if there was no dilution by 
ground water. This would result from the high nitrate concentrations 
produced at the greater depths. Nitrate ion concentrations greater than 
10 ppm are generally considered unsatisfactory since nitrates are held 
to be responsible for infant methemoglobinema (41, 42). The expected 

dilution factor, however, would reduce the concentration to a safe level. 
The data on percolation are generally consistent with those reported 

in the literature (10, 21, 43). The spreading operation at Lodi produced 
results intermediate between those obtained in sewaa’e farming and those 
obtained in reclamation programs under other soil conditions. 

Continuous submergence with final effluent gave the highest percola- 
tion rates. The continuous application of settled sewage g’avc consider- 
ably lower rates which, nonetheless, were higher than the rates obtained 
from the intermittent spreading of settled sewage. 

It appears that a preliminary spreading and restiu~ period prior to 
the start of continuous spreading will produce best results. The pre- 
liminary spreading may be made with nmterial snch as s(~ttled sewage 
containing a high organic load. The large amonnt of organic matter may 
result in rapid clogging, however, when the basin is rested this organic 
matter will be broken down with the formation of aggregates of maxi- 
mum stability. Following the resting period, which sbouhl be continued 
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until the surface soil moisture content is reduced to the permanent wilt- 
ing percentage, spading seems desirable. Continuous submergence may 
then begin. 

A similar operating scheme has been suggested by Bliss, Johnson, and 
Schiff (21). They have used cotton gin trash to build up the soil organic 
matter and improve aga’re~’ate formation. The preliminary resting period 
was called the incubation period and was considered essential in order to 
obtain maximum percolation rates. 

The data indicate the desirability of using a highly purified sewage 
effluent for reclamation purposes. ]f a percolation rate of 0.5 acre-feet 
per acre per day is taken as a design criterion for a reclamation plant, 
6.14 acres ~vou]d be required for a flow of 1,000,000 gallons per day. 
Providing for basin nonopcration during two months of the year the land 
requirement would be increased to 7.36 acres. Initial costs, in addition 

to that of fi~e land, would inclnde basin leveling’, dike erection, piping 
and controls. Operating costs would include dike maintenance, pumping, 
mosquito control, etc. 

It may be stressed here that the steady rate of 0.5 feet per day was 
that obtained at Lodi with a single soil. In otber soils entirely different 
maintained rates may be formal. For this reason it may be dangerous to 

extrapolate to other conditions which might be enconntered in the field. 
The prohibitive cost of making" large-scale field studies for reclamation 

under different soil conditions led to the dex, clopment and construction 
of small pilot-st~ale basins at the Ricbnmnd Field Station of the mfiver- 
sitv. Preliminary work done since the inception of this project con- 
sis~ed of stndying different small units and methods of packing’ soil into 
them. During the summer of 1951 it was demonstrated that reproducible 
conditions eonld be prodnced in small scale soil columns. By carefully 
packing" air dried, homogenized and screened soil into corrng’ated metal 
tanks, 5 feet hiR’h and 3 feet in diameter, reproducible percolation rates 
were obtained. 

In such an installation the pan method of collecting samples at inter- 
mediate depths would be completely unsatisfactory. To sample the per- 
colating liquid at different depths filter sticks or "probes" which are 
porous ceramic cylinders, have been developed (44~. It was fonnd that 

the most important criterion in selecting’ a probe is its average porosity, 
and that the best porosity lies in the range between 1 and 10 microns. 
Permeability is another factor influencing’ probe behavior and can be 
adjusted or corrected for by applyin~ a proper degree of tm~sion to the 

probe. Still another factor is the structural streng’tb of the probe itself. 
For example, earbommdmn tubes were found to be su~cicntly strong" 
and durable to withstand continued use. By burying the probe at any 
desired depth and connectina" it to a hang’ing’ eohmm of water it wonld 
be possible to t~olleet samples for chemical analysis withont affecting 

significantly tbb percolation of water tl~roug’h the soil. 
Following the development of a method For making pilot-scale spread- 

ing basins, which are called lysimeters, twenty basins were constrneted. 
They are corrugated metal tanks 5 feet. hieb and 3 feet in diamcter. Each 

tank is supplied with sewag’e effluent or water fronl a 2-inch header pipe. 
Lines draining each tank rnn into separate collecting’ tanks, 55 g’allon 
steel drums, in which measnrenwnts of percolation rate will be made. 
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Five representative California soils have been selected for study in 
the lysimeters. These soils are Hanford fine sandy loam. Hesperia sandy 
loam, Columbia loam, Yoto loam, and Oakley sand. The Hanford fine 
sandy loam was taken from the spreading area in Lodi and will be used 
to give correlative factors between disturbed and undisturbed field soil. 

The lysimeter study has not yet been completed. It is hoped that the 
information derived from the small scale study will make possible a 
generalizing of the Lodi experience so that percolation rates in different 
natural soils can be anticipated. If this is possible, design criteria for 
any reclamation plant can be established. 

The studies made with chloride tracers indicate the dangers which can 
resnlt from the presence of channels within the spreading basin. If the 
ground water table is close to the soil surface, contamination or pollu- 
tion of the ground water can easily result where only a few channels are 
present. If the ground water table is lower it is unlikely that channels 
will connect it directly to the surface in the usual agricultural soils. 
Spreading operations over an aquifer which may be recharged directly 
without purification of the sewage by passage through an appropriate 
thickness of suitabl-e soil is definitely dangerous. The proposed site for 
a reclamation plant should be carefully examined to insure the absence of 
sucl~ (_~onditions. Limestone formations or recent alluvial fans which do 
not have a soil cover will, in most instances, be unsuitable. 

The results of the study of soil organic matter were inconclusive. The 
literature of soil science abounds with references to the effect of organic 
matter on soil clogging and aggregate formation. No evidence for the 
aecnmulation of larg:e amounts of organic matter in the surface soil after 
several years of spreading was found. Clogging may then have been due 
larR’ely to the dispersion of the clay minerals. A factor in the dispersion 
may be the accumulation of ammonia in the soil. Ammonia may act like 
sodium in dispersing clay particles. Du’ring a spreading period, if the 
ammonia is supplied more rapidly than it can be utilized by micro- 
organisms, it may be exchanged for divalent ions on the clay complex, 
thereby causing a dispersion. At the couclusion of the spreading period 
the adsorbed ammonia would be oxidized making for a greater aggre- 
gation on the resnmption of spreading. This explanation may account, 
in part, for the differences between final effluent and settled sewage. 
The latter being higher in ammonia than the former ~vould tend to have 
a great(,r dispersing action, hence a lower percolation rate. 

Nuism~ces connected with a reclamation plant may be serious. This 
would happen particularly if mosquitoes were allowed to breed freely. 
The importance of mosquito control in the control of encephalitis makes 
consideration of the public health factor of reclamation vital. 

~¥eed growths which may occur appears to be beneficial rather than 
ott~erwise. That is, improvements in rates of percolation have been asso- 
ciated with the growth of various grasses in spreading areas. On the other 
hand, the R’rowth of weeds may increase the difficulty in controlling 
mosqnitoes. However, if depths of three feet or more of sewage effluent 
are maintained on the spreading basin weeds can usually be controlled. 

This technique has been used successfully in controlling tules in oxida- 
tion ponds. 
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ADDENDUM 

During the week of July 18, 1952, subsequent to the completion of 

the field study, the spreading basins were carefully examined. Surface 
and subsurface soils were collected and analyzed, and a number of 
sampling pans were removed in order to ascertain the reasons for their 

failure to function properly during the investigation. 

1. Spreading Basin Surfaces 
Figures a through h show the appearance of the surfaces of the dry 

basins after approximately two years of spreading. Generally, the basins 
had a dry cracked crust consisting largely of residues of algae which 
had developed on ~he basins during spreading. All basins, with the ex- 
ception of D and C, were similar in appearance. Basin D had experienced 
little algal growth, due to the relatively short time of spreading with a 
sewage effluent : hence the crust was ahnost lacking. Basin C, which had 
been under co~ti~mous submergence for ahnost a year had deep cracks 

which extended as much as one to two inches below the surface of the 
soil, which was a typical clayey loam with a platy structure. 

By spading the basins to a depth of sevcra| feet it was possible to 
obse’rve changes which had taken place in the soil profile. The final soil 

profiles are shown in Figure i. Particle size distribution h~ the surface soil were determined and the 
effective sizes and nniformity coefficients were calculated (Table 13). 

The fractions of clay, silt and sand are presented in Table 14. 
In Table 15 is shown the base exchange complex of the surface soils 

of the eight spreading basins. Table 16 gives the coucentration of organic 

matter i~ the surface soils. 
By con~paring the data on particle size distribution presented in Table 

3 with that ~’ivcn here it is apparent that, in general, there has been 
a migration of the finer particles from the surface to lower depths. This 
~s most clearly shown in Basin C,, which, as a result of the greater amounts 
of water applied, had the greatest decrease in fines in the surface. This 
migration may have a twofold effect: (1) by decreasing the absolute 
amount of clay in the surface soil the base excha~ge capacity of that 
surface would be decreased and (2) by decreasing the relative amount 
of clay in the surface the percolation rate through the surface should 

Smc~, at I~odi, the subsurface soils are be correspondingly iuereased. ~" ¯ 
poorer in cla.v than the surface soils, the increase in the clay fraction of 
the subsurface wonld tend to decrease the percolation rate through the 
subsurface. The percolation rate through the subsurface was initially 
so much larger than the rate through the surface that the decrease in 
percolation throua’h the subsurface would be negligible unless clay lenses 
or layers wonld,be formed by the migrating fines. The net effect, if no 
clay lenses formed, would be an inc,;ease in the over-all rate of perco- 

lation. 
The data on base exchange (Table 15) show that a decrease of about 

50 percent in total exchangeable bases occurred during the spreading 
study. Part of this decrease is associated with the decrease in surface 
clay as mentioned above. The remaining fraction of the decrease was 
due to a cation displacemeut by bydrogeu ions and a slow leaching 
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FIGURE a. Surface of BaslnA 

FIGURE b. Surface of Basin B 
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FIGURE c. Surface of BaslnC 

FIGURE d. Surface of BasinD 
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FIGURE e. Surface of Basin A’ 

FIGURE f. Surface of Basin B’ 
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FIGURE g. Surface of Basin C’ 

FIGURE h. Surface of Basin D’ 
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FIGURE 1. Profile sketch of spreading basins at close of spreading study 

away of the displaced ions. Measurement of the soil i/1I indicated that 
the pH decreased from neutrality to about 5.5, theecbv lendinR, support 
to the foregoing explanation. S;ich an increase in s()~l acidit! is to be 
expected after prolonR’ed leaching or pert~olation. 

As in the main body of the final report the data O11 or~’anic matter 
concentrations in the surface soil is i~,’ont:lusivc (Table 1 

2. Sampling Pans 

Six sampling pans were remove(l from their p<)sitions in the soil. 
These were pans No. 20, 21, 22, 23, 14, and 2. The first four of’ this ~’roup 
had yielded intermittent or no samples during the entire study, while 
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TABLE 13 

VARIATIONS OF EFFECTIVE SIZE AND UNIFORMITY COEFFICIENT OF FIRST FOOT 

OF SOIL AT CLOSE OF SPREADING STUDY, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Basin Depth in inches 

7-12 
O-6 
7-12 
O-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 

0-6 
7-12 
O-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 

0.0020 
0. 0027 
0,0050 

0. 0023 
O. 0032 
0.0035 
0,0037 
0. 0027 
0.0025 
0.0013 
0.0019 
0.001l 

0,0017 
0,0015 
0.0011 

O. 0022 

45.7 
60.4 
48.0 
44.3 
9.1 

34.9 
51.1 
50.7 
67.6 
70.8 
94.7 

109.1 
85.3 

I01.~ 
136. 
77.3 

* Effect’lye size el’ ]!~zen. 
** Unifl~rmity coefficient of Hazcn. 

TABLE 14 

FRACTION5 OF CLAY, 51LT, AND SAND OF FIRST FOOT OF SOIL AT CLOSE OF 

SPREADING STUDY, LODI, 

Basin Depth in inches Percent clay~ 

O- 6 10 

7-12 9 

O-6 7 

7-12 9 

0-6 4 

CALIFORNIA 

Percent silt~ 

29 
27 
21 
30 
12 

Percent sand 

61 
64 
72 
61 
84 

7-12 
O-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 

8 

9 
9 

12 
10 
13 
10 
11 
11 
I0 

31 

22 
27 
28 
36 
29 
30 
28 
28 
27 
25 

61 
70 
64 
63 
52 
61 
57 

61 
62 
65 

(’lay: Del|ned l~s p;~rticles less lhan 0,002 
Silt: l)efim~d :~s particles greater t]nltl 0.002 Rim |)tit lesR |hIui 0.050 lllm. 
Sand: Defined as particles greater thau 0.050 mm but less thlm 2.0 

pans 14 and 2 showed evidence of channeling through the soil over- 

laying them. 
It was found that Pan 20 had failed to yield liquid samples because 

of a tear in the rubber tubing connecting the pan to the sampling well. 

In addition, the copper nipple on the pan was clogged. 
Pan 21 was separated from the soil overlaying it. A horizontal gap 

about one and one-ball inches high between the pan and the soil above 

it had prevented the percolating liquid from entering the pan. 
Pan 22 had a smaller horizontal ggp similar to that found o~er pan 21. 
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TABLE 15 

BASE EXCHANGE COMPLEX OF SURFACE SOILS IN SPREADING BASINS 

AT CLOSE OF SPREADING STUDY, LODI, CALIFORNIA 

Sampling station 

Total 

Average ........... 

Average before 
spreading* 

* See Table 5 in body of 

2.07 

1.39 

1.12 

2.61 

1.83 

2.15 

2.27 

1.78 

1.92 

Milli-equivalents per 100 grams of soil 

Mg Na K 

0.78 0.26 0.44 

0.42 

0.92 

0.66 

0.57 

0.84 

0,53 

0.39 

0,64 

0.10 

0.12 

0.69 

0.36 

0.62 

0.32 

0.44 

0.36 

0.65 

0.37 

0.15 

0.54 

0.36 

0.51 

0.42 

0.44 

0.40 

0.53 2.7 

3.55 

2.28 

2.31 

4.50 

3.11 

4.12 

3.53 

3.05 

3.31 

7.7 

TABLE 16 

ORGANIC MATTER IN SURFACE SOILS OF SPREADING BASINS AT CLOSE 

OF SPREADING STUDY, LODI, CALIFORNIA* 

Depth in inches 

0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 
0-6 
7-12 

I. 2.(} 
0.93 
0.44 
0.77 
l .O7 
1.I1 
0.82 
0.61 
0.82 
0.91 
0.92 
0.81 
1.02 
0.61 
1.06 

O. 63 

Percent N 

0.ll 11".7 
0.08 1 1.6 
0.08 5.5 
0.07 11.0 
0.05 21.4 
0.10 11.0 
0.08 10.3 
0.06 10.2 
0.08 10.3 
0.08 11.4 
0.08 11.5 
0.08 10. I 
O. 06 11.3 
0.06 10.2 
0.11 (,}~6 
0.08 7.9 

* All samples taken after a two-week dryiog period. RcsulLs are glvell on a dry \velght basis. 

Pa~ 23 had a one-half inch horizontal gap over it. 
Pan 14 was solidly placed. The pan gravel, however, was continuous 

with a gravel vein, 3 inches in diameter, which extended from the pan 
to near the basin surface. This gravel vein was probably fornled during 
the basin construction and accounts for the high coliform counts obtained 
frona this pan and also for the rapid flow-through observed in the tracer 
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studies. That is, the presence of a pervious channel led surface water 

to the pan with a minimum of filtering action. 
The condition of Pan 2 was similar to that of Pan 14. Instead of a 

gravel channel, however, a coarse sand channel was observed. 
In all instances the failure of a pan to operate properly was correlated 

with a mechanical difficulty associated with the placement of the pans 
or the construction of the basins. The observations of Pans 14 and 2 sub- 
stantiate the theory of channeling offered on page 67. 
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APPENDIX A 

D’e~th ’ 
In feet Color Texture    Structure Compactnees ~z~eab~li~ 

O~ 

1 ~ 
Brgwn 

fi~ ~amamdy crumb 

light m~derate 

moderate 
Light browu loamy sand ,siugle grain lllgh 

5 ~ 

Y~ 
bro~ ~silt,y saud sidle ~in ~ght 

crate 

YS~ 

Y~l~ co~se sand single ~ light 
elleat 

~ ~ br~ clayey saudl~sszv=    /             I 

~0~ ~ ~ 

PIGURE 38. Profile s’ketch, detail, Sampling Station 1 
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Depth 
in feet 

5-- 

6-- 

7-- 

8-- 

9-- 

13-- 

i~_ 

17-- 

20 

Color 

Light br~n 

Brown 

Light brown 

~ yellow 

Light gray 
brc~n 

Brownish 
gray 

Red brown 

Texture 

3andy loam 

loa~ sand 

loa~v sand 

clayey sand 

coarse sand 

coarses and 

sand 

loam 

Structure 

crumb 

single 

single g~In 

massive 

!single grain 

single g~ain 

single grin 

single grain 

lu~py 

Compactness 

light 

light 

light 

:ompacted 

compacted 

moderate 

moderate 

light 

moderate 

,oor 

fair 

fair 

excellent 

)oor 

FIGURE 39. Profile sketch, detail, Sampling Stallon A’-I 
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Depth 
Ym feet 

O 

7~ 

ii 

12-- 

13-- 

15 

18~ 

20-- 

Color l~meabi lityj 

moderate Light gray 
brown 

Light brown 

~llow red 
brown 

~rownish 
gray 

Red brown 

fine sandy 
loam 

flue sandy 
loan~ 

clayey sand 

sandy clay 

Texture Structure Compactness 

crumb light 

crumb light 

crumb light 

~ssive moderate 

single g~in ~ight 

lumpy ~ompacted 

single grain light 

moderatc lumpy 

FIGURE 40. Profile sketch, detail, Sampling Station A’-2 

moderate 

m~lerate 

Ipoor 

:air 

~xcellent 
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Color 

Light gray 
brown 

Yellowish 
bro~a 

Reddish 
brown 

Yellowish 
brown 
With gray 
streak~ 

~ellow brown 

Textu~-e 

fine sandy 
loam 

fine saudy 
loam 

clayey fine 
S and 

coarse sa~d 

coarse san~ 

=layey Sand 

Structure 

c rumb 

crumb 

crumb 

sing~mgraiz 

sing~grain 

sing~ grain 

sing~graiu 

lumpy 

Compactness 

light 

light 

light 

Profile sketch, detail, Sampling Station B’ 

very com- 
pacted 

very com- 
pacted 

¯ell com- 
pacted 

~oderate 

~oderate 

moderate 

moderate 

~oderate 

noderate 

noderate 

noderate 

~oderate 
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epth 
feet 

5~ 

7~ 

Color 

,ight gray 
browu 

e3!z~ broWn 

~r ayish yel- 
low brown 

Reddish 
brewU 

,rownish 
red 

Texture 

fiue saudy 
loam 

s ~ndy loam 

grading 
to loa~Y 
s and 

c layey 

c layey sa~i 

co~se 
s and 

coarse 
sand 

FIGURE 42. 

Structure 

crumb 

czam~ 

c loddy 

cloddy 

single 
grsin 

single 
grain 

Profile 

Compactness 

ight 

light 

~oder~te 

~oderate 

cOmpacted 

moderate 

sketch, detail, Sampling Station C’ 
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Depth 
~n ~t 

0 

i-- 

i0~ 

18-- 

Color 

Light gray 
brown 

Light 

Light brg~n 

Textttrm     Structure ’Compactness Perm~abil!l 

crumb light moderate fine samdy 
loam 

sandy loam 
g~ad~ ~ 
loam~ s~d 

coarse sand 

cr~nb light 

light 

light 

l~ght 

~xcellent 

~xcellent 

o’xcelleut 

FIGURE 43. Profile sketch, detail, Sampling Station D’ 
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0                                 C) 

00 
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D! 

4.8.2 

39.7 

53.£ 

312. 

34o. 
17-_ 

Note: 

FIGURE 50. 

Permeability In Feet per DaY 

bssin) 
Sampling Station (= spreading 

59.5 

28.3 

19.8 

85.0 

79.3 

15.9 
48.2 

19.8 

17.6 

7.7 

21.3 
15.3 

39.7 
20.7 

113. 82.2 

76~ 5 22h. 

36.9 
20.7 

lO5. 
36.9 

22.1 

s~,upling stations lu Basin A’ 

L el ~oil Samples in 

Profile sketch showing permeability of disturoe~ - 

four spreading basins 

42.5 

10.8 

93.~ 

~78. 

i~2. 

17.6 

99 
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APPENDIX B 

OUTLINE OF METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Bacteriological Methods 

1. Standard 37 degrees C. Agar Plate Count. Serial dilutions of the 
liquid sample were prepared, nutrient agar pour plates were made and 
incubated at 37 degrees C. for 48 hours. Colonies were counted using a 
Quebec Colony Counter and reported as "colonies per ml." 

Reference: "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Sewage," 9th 
Ed., 1,’}46. 

2. Test for Fecal Streptococci. Standard portions of the sample, i.%, 
5-10 ml portions, 1-1 ml portion and 1-0.1 ml portion, were inoculate~ 
into azide dextrose broth and incubated at 37 degrees C. for 48 hourS. 
The presence of turbidity and/or sediment was considered presumptive 
for fecal streptococci. Confirmation consisted of making a microscopic 
examination of the settled material and the demonstration of the presence 
of Gram positive streptococci in Gram strained smears. Most probable 
numbers of streptococci were obtained by using the most probable number 
tables in Standard Methods. 

Reference : Malhnann, W. L. and Seligman, E. B., "A Comlmrative Study of Media 
for the Detection of Streptococci in Water and Sewage," Am. 3". Public Health ]~0:286- 
289, 1950. 

3. Coliform Test. Standard portions of the sample, i.e., 5-10 ml 
portions, 1-1 ml portions and 1-0.1 ml portions, were inoculated into 
lactose broth and incubated at 37 degrees C. for 48 hours. Tubes shoW- 
in~ gas were considered positi~:e presumptives and transferred to bril- 
liant green bile broth for confirmatiou. Sewage samples were appr_o- 
priately diluted before inoculation into lactose brotb. Most probable 
numbers were obtained from most probable number tables in Standard 
lVlethods. 

Reference: "Standard Methods for tbe Examination of Water and Sewage." 

Chemical Methods 

1.. Ammonia-nitrogen. Ammonia was determined by direct nessleriza." 
tion when tile concentration was less than 8 ppm. Comparisons of samples 
were made with standard solutions at a wavelength of 410 m~ using a 
Beckman Model DU spectrophotometer. Where the concentration 
ceeded 8 ppm the ammonia was distilled off from a 200 ml aliquot to 
which a phosphate buffer had been added. The distilled ammonia was 
caught ]n a saturated solution of boric acid and back titrated with 
standard ~ulfuric acid solution. Methyl ordnge -xvlene cvanole was ~sed 
as the ]ndieator.                   "           ¯      . 

Reb~rence: "Standard Methods for the Examination of Wat(,r and Sew~ge’’’ 

2. Nitrite-nitrogen. ~he standard sulfanilic acid-a naphthalami~] 
eolorimetric procedure ~ as used. Samples were compared with standa~C~ 
solution~ in a speetropbotometer at a wa,velength of 5’35 m~. 

Reference: ’Standard M~thod~ for the Examination of Water and Sew 
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was 
le were .added 

~ilav:~it,r~ate-nitrogen. To a10 ml p~rti~Ffa ~h;g~e~a~ 

~@?u~r,~te, ~ydrogen perox+de .a~} ~;ss and 
was £~.~n2 solution was evapora~.~+ ,+:~.;e acid and z~.~] 
+., ~’:~ea with 2 ml of 2.4_phenolmSUaU":_ -~fled unto + v, :+d the 
,2~er, An exce+~ 0� ~ .+ ~N,OH solution wa~$2:,o~ to 100 mt 

lume was aojU+~"~:~,s in a 

~, was compared a~ainst stanaara "’~- -~-~e" with 
~ eter at a wavelength of 420 m~. -~- of Water and 

. 

~l~l~e~~ee: "~tandnrd Methods for the Exammat .... 
"ttSlle(l modifications. 

4 of digestion, followed 

~etermination of ammonia-nitrogen oy ~ ,f Water and ~ 
"’’terence: "Standard Methods for the Examinauot’ ~ 

aM’ ~, ~th ~ilute nitric acid. The eh}?~%~m eolorle~.~,__~e,hod .a 
fli~l~Y~er3ume nitrate (about 0.01ON~,tandard Mont 
al~aYtearbazone as the indicator. ~"~ o            . ,, ~ sed. 

- ~loride in Water, 
%rene ~                    , ¯ ation of gh~i~,. ~s: ~larke, V. E., Dete~u~. , _odiflcatwns" 

,try ~2:55~.555, 1950 with unpubhsnea 

Nr~a ~at~?n of this method consisted ~ than snel? x~ter a* 
w~,3~- uy dissolvin~ tin metal in HCI 
le~n. _P red ~th standard solt ~d Sewage’ 
~:, o~ 690 mm .... :on of Water 

¢~er~ace: "Standard Methods for the Examma~’ 

t~.~t.?ed and the saution stirred.f°r_e~g~’cgrOph°g~,~’r~ities2 
l%~,t~. ~ was measured m~medm~ .Y ~dard sulf - 

P~.i~o~e.: Unpublished method, J. F. Who 
-’ university of California. 

~ ~vsis using 

~a~e~cium. Calcium was 
aN ..~ttaehment to a Beckman Moq~t .~ Crow 0 tq u_~nared w~ 

~ta~ ~u. Samples were put throug~ ~            ~.-a, calit. 

h~’)~t,l’~ Curve.                       .~ So~th pasa~’" ~etermi~et~_ 

~.ure,,ce: Bulletin 259, Beckman instrumem" _~o=ill~ ~ey~ ~;ple ~a 

~ t~ta~’nesium. Combined ca~cmm,~0 ml P@~2r as the 
~ltr~[::er}ene method for hardnesS. ~= using U_~:~tration °~ 
{~a~2.W~th a standard verseue s°tU~’~a the con-"- 

;nod by subtracu_~,on~rati°n’ _~ iowa. 

h~f~ne combined calcium-magnes]u[~.~ical Co., 
er~]ce : Hach Ver Catalog, 1950, Nacl~ 
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10. Potassium. Potassium was determined by means of a flame anal- 
ysis. A standard curve was made by setting limits from 0 to 15 ppm of 
potassium at 770 m~. Samples were compared with the standard curve. 

Reference: t~ulletin 259, Beckman Instruments, South Pasadena, Calif. 

11. Sodium. Sodium was determind by flame analysis. A standard 
curve between the limits of 0 and 100 ppm of sodium w~s made at a wave- 
length of 588 mu. Samples were compared with the standard curve. 

Reference: Bulletin 259, Beckman Instruments, South Pasadena, Calif. 

12. Alkalinity. The sample was titrated with a standard acid solntion 
using a pH meter rather than indicator solutions. End points at pH 8.2 
and 4.3 were used to calculate the bicarbonate and carbonate alkalinity. 

Reference : "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Sewage." 

13. Conductivity. Conductivity was measured by means of a Solu- 
Bridge, model RD-26 manufactured by Industrial Instruments Inc., 
Jersey Ci’~y, New Jersey. 

14. pH. The pH was measured with a Beckman pH meter, model H2. 

15. BOD. The dilution method for determining the five-day 20- 
degree C. BOD was used.                                      " 

Reference: "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Sewage." 

16. Dissolved Oxygen. The DO was determined by the sodium azide 
modification of the Winkler method. 

Reference : "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Sewage." 

Soil Analysis Methods 

1. Organic Nitrogen. See 4 under chemical methods. 

2. Organic Carbon. Carbon was determined by a dry combustion 
method using a standard carbon and hydrogen train apparatus. The 
weighed sample was ignited in an oxygen train and the evolved carbon 
dioxide was trapped by Ascarite and weighed The organic carbon con- 
tent was then calculated.                   ¯ 

Reference : Pregl, F., "Quantitative Organic Microanalysis,,, 4th English Ed., 1946, 
Blakiston Co., Philadelphia. 

3. Particle Size Distribution. The soil particles were dispersed by 
blending in a Waring Blendor in the presence of sodium hexametaphos" 
phate. Sand sizes were determined by the usual sieving method whereaS 
distribution of particles finer than 50 n~ierons was determined with a 
soil hydrometer making use of Stoke’s law. 

Reference: Day, Paul R., Soil Sci. 70:363-374, 1950. 

4. Permeability. The undisturbed surface soil cores were taken with 
an impact driven core sampler. The cores were in the form of a cylinder 
7.5 cm in diameter and 7.5 cm in length. Distilled water was applied at 
a constant head of 25 cm of water to the bottom of the upright core. The 
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an~ount of water flowing through the core was measured a~d the per- 

~eability, p, calculated from the following expressim~: 
V ~ velocity      ¯ 

hydraulic gra&ent 

q~mntity 
Q ~ cross secdon area 
A~ p V Q L 

time T ~ leugth of core 
I~ ~ head of water 

. .    ’rotes of percola- 
, aftC~ 30 mu es wasmeas" 

steady-rate pereolatio,, rat~ .obta:,n~t~..,,.b,,d soil sa,,]}~,,;, a coh, m~ 

~he ~ereened dried ~oiL Water 
, 

, . . 
~ ’. Pe~meabfl~t,v determined. . ,hange eou~ple~ 

5}11}111011i11111 acetale was llsed 
tRS811llli~ alld sodilllll. 
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APPENDIX D 

POROUS TUBE DEVICE FOR SAMPLING SOIL SOLUTIONS 

DURING WATER SPREADING OPERATIONS * 

iRy Ray Krone, It. I¢. Ludwig, and Jerome Thomas 

Sanitary Engineering Research Project, University o~ C~lifornia 

July, 1951 
1. Introduction 

The percolation of water through soft is a phenomenon involved in 
many sanitary engineering processes, e.g., in the reclamation of sewage 
by spreading on porons ground areas, so that the water content of the 
sewage will percolate downwards and augment nndergronnd water sup- 
plies, and in the disposal of septic tank effluents throngh subsurface 
leaching systems. The phenomena which occur along the path of the 
percolating water are of great importance, and are being increasingly 
studied. Such studies require that samples of the percolating water or 
soil solution, be withdrawn at intervals along the soil profile. 

Two commonly used sampling methods are (a) the use of pans placed 
in the soil to catch the downward moving water, and (b) removal of a 
sample of the soil, from which the soil solution may be displaced in the 
laboratory. Method (b) involves gross disturbance to the soil and hence 
is not suited to continuous investigations. ]~[ethod (a) has been employed 
extensively iu recent years (References 1 and 2), and have been found 
to have serious disadvautages, as follows: (1) Place~nent of the pans is 
difficult withont disturbi~" the overlying soil, and it is difficult to secure 
a g’ood "bond" with the overlying soil ; (2) the method fails when the 
percolating water is under tension; ~ (3) the flow path,.~and perhaps the 
characteristics of the percolating water, are seriously altered; and (4) 
the size of the pans, if large enough to collect significant samples, limits 
the number which may be used, and hence makes it difficult to collect 
samples from enough locations to assure representative results. 

This discussion describes an improved sampling method developed by 
the Sanitary Engineering Research Project, which involves the nse of 
a porous tube or "probe" to which negative pressures or te~sions are 
applied. The method was investigated on the suggestion of Professor 
P. R. Day of the Department of Soils, University of California, and is 
bein~ applied to the project’s current investigation of sewage reclama- 
tion by spreading. 

2. The Method 

The porous tube or probe is inserted into the soil at the desired sam- 
pling depth. The tension or negative pressure necessary to withdraw 
the liquid may be provided by any means, but usually the most con- 
venient method is to use a "hanging" column of water or siphon, as 
illustrated in Figures I and 2. Prior to sampling, the probe and connect- 
ing tubing must be completely filled with water to displace air and to 
establish the siphon, and the initial yield of the sampling system is dis- 
carded until the water initially present in the probe and com~ecting 
tubing has been displaced. 

* Soil Science 7~ :211-219, 1952. (Reprinted by permission.) 
a These conditions are often found, especially in stratified soils. 
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Figure 2. Photograph of Apparatus Us(,d for Study ng I~robe Sa~npling. 
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Figure .2. Photograph of Typical Probes Tcst, ed. 
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4. Hydraulics of Sampling 
Test Procedure. An investigation of the pattern of flow from the 

soil into the probe was made with a column of Yolo loam carefully packed 
in a container 30 cm high and 28 cm in diameter, with a Maudler 2-pound 
probe placed in a horizontal position at the center of the container, 14 cm 
from the top (Figures 1 and 2). To measure the changes in pressure 
occurring in the soil solution as a result of the sampling, tensiometer 
tips 4 were placed above, below, and to the side of the probe, as shown in 
Figure 4. Also, to control the downward flow through the column, the 
bottom of the column was subjected to tension in the manner described 
by Coleman (Reference 3).~ 

Two series of tests were made: (1) ~/ith an initial solution tension of 
minus 5 cm, i.e., with a positive pressure in the percolating liquid ; and (2) 
with an initial solution tension of 10 cm, representing a condition adverse 
to sampling by means of pans. In each series a number of different probe 
tensions ~vere applied, and, after establishment of equilibrium in each 
case, the yield and solution pressure were recorded. The data on yields 
are shown in Figure 5. The solution pressure data are presented in 
Table I, with the values corrected to refer to the bottom of the con- 
tainer as a reference datum. Also, full scale diagrams illustrating a 
typical set of data are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4 the mnnbers on 
the left are the solution pressures found when the probe is inoperative 
(closed off), and those on the right when 105 cm probe tension is applied. 

The data presented refer to .only one soil type, and moreover were 
affected to some degree by nonuniformity in soil packing and by the 
presence of the tensiometer tips. ~Iowever, the results are believed to 
be closely representative of actual field conditions. 

Interpretations. The significance of the data is indicated by the 
change in solution pressure following application of the probe tension. 
Figure 6 illustrates, for example, the equilibrium solution pressures oc- 
curing on a vertical plane p, erpendicular to the probe, when the initial 
solution pressure is minus 5 cm tension (5 cm positive pressure) and the 
applied tension is 105 cm. The drawing, which is typical for most com- 
binations of conditions, shows that the locus for a given pressure change 
approximates an egg-shape curve with its apex beneath the probe. Hence, 
the changes in pressure are greater below the probe than above. 

The changes along a line of constant hydrostatic head, i.e., on a hori- 
zontal line perpendicular to the probe, are illustrated in Figure 7. The 
change in solution pressure approximates a logarithmic function of the 
distance from the probe, and is probably determined by the soil permea- 
bility and the initial solution pressure, as well as by the applied tension. 
If this curve is extrapolated to a point representing zero pressure change, 
~he corresponding distance from the probe is still small. Thus, the applied 
probe tension disturbs the flow pattern in only a small or limited region, 
and the sampling process therefore results in negligible disturbance to 
the general flow pattern. 

A tenslometer tip is essentially ~ tiny probe connected to a manometer leg, which there- 
fore measures the pressure existing in the soil solution at the location of the tip. 

The method ~pplies tension to the base of the column, where otherwise water would 
accumulate in ~ "static mound." By varying the tension ~pplied to the base, the initial 
soil solution pressures may be changed at will. 
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TABLE I 

SOIL SOLUTION HEAD AT VARIOUS TENSIOMETER STATIONS 
IN CM WATER ABOVE BASE OF COI.UMN 

A. Initial Solution Pressure at Probe = +5 cm 

Tensiometer 
station 

A 

B 

Tension applied to probe in cm water 

23.4 

27.5 

18.1 

18.0 

17.7 

22.2 

25.0 

24.8 

22.9 

105 

22.7 

25.1 

11.8 

15.9 

15.6 

17.8 

22.6 

23.4 

21.5 

t~. Initial Solution Pressure at 

60 25 

23.2 23.4 

27.0 27.3 

16.7 18.3 

18.0 18.7 

17.9 18.7 

20.6 21.8 

24.3 25.0 

24.7 25,1 

23.4 23.8 

Probe z --10 cm 

23.7 

28.0 

20.7 

19.6 

19,5 

23.3 

25.7 

25.7 

24.4 

Tensiometer station 

Tension applied to probe in cm water 

14.4 

12.0 

5,9 

4.3 

3.4 

7.2 

9.1 

8.5 

I1.0 

37.5 

12.7 

8.3 

1.4 

2.8 

2.1 

--1.2 

6.1 

7.4 

9.3 

85 

6.3 

--2.1 

--12.4 

--3.9 

--3.9 

--20.5 

--3.4 

--2.0 

4.9 

115 

NOTE. All tests made with a two-pound Mandler filter having an estimated average pore size of 1~, 
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